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Abstract—This paper proposes a control strategy based on
incremental nonlinear dynamic inversion (INDI), meant for
trajectory tracking purposes. The controller extends the conven-
tional capabilities of INDI by including actuator dynamics in the
inversion law and introducing a state dependent compensation
term to reduce the effort of the error controller. A complementary
filter is employed to reduce the degrading effect introduced by
the filtering-induced delay in the feedback loop. Both simulated
and real flight tests are conducted on a quadrotor configuration
with artificially slowed down actuators and a drag plate mounted
on top, to better observe the effect of actuator dynamics and state
dependent dynamics in trajectory tracking accuracy. Simulations
show that the combination of the two additional features increases
tracking accuracy both in the short and long term response. It
is also found that an overestimation of the state compensation
term leads to instability, which makes the strategy not robust
to model mismatch. Real flight tests, involving the tracking of
a series of doublets on the pitch attitude and a lemniscate of
Bernoulli, show that, as the complexity of the maneuver increases,
the less the state compensation term effectively contributes to an
improved tracking when the model is incomplete. On the other
hand, trajectory tracking accuracy due to the consideration of
actuator dynamics shows consistency and improvement respect
to conventional INDI solutions.

Index Terms—quadrotor, actuator compensation, model based
compensation, trajectory tracking, incremental nonlinear dy-
namic inversion.

I. INTRODUCTION

Unmanned Air Vehicles (UAVs) are becoming increasingly
relevant in fast evolving industries such as inspection, surveil-
lance and delivery [1]. While the initial use cases for UAVs
asked for a limited amount of fairly simple operations, today’s
world demands for new applications, such as precision land-
ing maneuvers: these are particularly critical for the correct
operation of recently introduced drone-in-a-box concepts [2]
or landing on moving platforms, such as a sailing ship [3].
UAVs are also required to perform precise inspections of
remote infrastructures, like off-shore wind farms [4], or large
ones, like railways [5]. Due to the increasing demand in
automation, the demand for Unmanned Air Systems (UAS)
that can take-off and land autonomously, cover large distances
and be resistant to outdoor environments (strong winds, sea
water etc.) is therefore increasing [6]. Such operations require

both accurate trajectory tracking and long range capabilities
in rough outdoor environments. To combine the two qualities,
drone manufacturers often adopt a hybrid configuration [7],
which uses wings-induced lift to achieve long range and en-
durance, and a rotorcraft configuration for precision maneuvers
(e.g. landing). However, the presence of aerodynamic sur-
faces (e.g. wings) and slow actuators (e.g. servo-driven flaps)
compromises the trajectory tracking performance of hybrid
vehicles with regard to aggressive precision maneuvers [8].
As a result, the need of employing hybrid configurations for
the abovementioned applications poses an interesting control
problem, since accurate tracking of aggressive trajectories
now needs to take into account the presence of aerodynamics
surfaces and slow actuator dynamics.

Fig. 1. Bebop I drone with overlapped body frame, moment arm and rotor
directions

To achieve position and attitude control, Proportional In-
tegral Derivative (PID) controllers are often used [9]. This
strategy is usually preferred for its simplicity. However, the tra-
jectory tracking accuracy and disturbance rejection capabilities
of PID-based solutions is limited [10]. To tackle this limitation,
the UAV research environment focused in the past on model
based control solutions, as partial knowledge of the dynamics
of a vehicle allows to tackle adaptation to its nonlinearities
with a smaller effort compared to PID solutions [11]. This
concept is best expressed with the nonlinear dynamic inversion
(NDI) control strategy, which relies on the linearization of the



aircraft dynamics to derive the most optimal control input.
Such technique proves to be effective, except in situations
where the model does not match reality [12]. This turns out
to be a relevant issue, as many UAVs configurations are hard
to model accurately, making NDI not applicable in a wide set
of scenarios.

The scientific community therefore focused in reducing
model dependency by introducing the concept of incremental
nonlinear dynamic inversion (INDI) [13], which increases
disturbance rejection capabilities [14]. Despite the success of
INDI, its robustness was so far validated in a limited set
of operations, such as hover [15], as well as a limited set
of vehicles, like quadrotors [16, 14] or tailsitters [17, 18].
One main limitation already addressed is the neglection of
actuator dynamics in the control law [19, 20], which can
lead to tracking degradation and instability when the actuators
are slower than the vehicle dynamics [21]. A compensation
strategy in this regard has been proposed by [19] and [22],
which focused on the generation of a feedforward jerk pseudo
control input in an extended INDI approach.

Another researched topic regarding conventional INDI con-
cerns its performance towards aggressive trajectory tracking
[16, 17]. In a scenario where a vehicle is programmed to
track an aggressive trajectory, and it is equipped with impact-
ful aerodynamic surfaces, the neglection of state dependent
terms in the derivation of the INDI control law can lead to
poor tracking performance [13]. To tackle this limitation, a
differential flatness based approach was developed to allow
for tracking of higher order derivatives up to snap [16], also
for more complex vehicle configurations, such as tailsitters
[17].

Alternatively, solutions involving the construction of model-
based reference model for the generation of the pseudo control
input were proposed [23, 24]. The role of reference models
[25], combined with error controllers, has indeed rose interest
in the research environment as it allows for the generation
of smooth and feasible trajectories that can be provided to
the INDI control law. In addition the two blocks can be
gain tuned separately, allowing the desired system and error
dynamics to be observable and configurable apart from each
other. Moreover, a reference model can be introduced to a
higher order. This provides a trajectory that takes into account
the capabilities of the vehicle in question, such as actuator
dynamics [19] or aerodynamic effects [22]. This makes the
approach interesting to allow feasible and robust tracking of
aggressive trajectories of a wider envelope of vehicles.

To achieve accurate tracking of aggressive trajectories in an
outdoor environment, this paper proposes a control strategy,
based on [21], for a quadrotor equipped with a vertically
mounted drag plate and artificially slowed down actuators. The
controller considers the dynamics of the actuators to generate
a feedforward term of high order as pseudo control input and
provides a compensation signal that takes into account the
presence of additional aerodynamic surfaces. The controller
is based on the mentioned incremental nonlinear dynamic
inversion (INDI) control strategy, which is already known in

the field for its attractive robustness to external disturbances
and aerodynamic effects. Furthermore, it employs reference
models and error controllers both in the inner and outer loop.

The objective of this work is to therefore enlarge the
operational and vehicle envelope that can be controlled by
INDI solutions, and observe its behavior is real flight tests,
information that is missing in research studies conducted on
the same topic [21]. The focus is mainly into observing the
improvement on aggressive trajectory tracking due to the im-
plemented augmentation on the conventional INDI structure.
The strategy aims at generating a pseudo control input signal
that takes into account for the vehicle dynamics. This is
expected to reduce the tracking error while improving the
handling of the maneuvers. For this work, a modified quadrotor
is used as test platform: the actuators speed of the vehicle is
severely reduced by means of an algorithm in the controller
that decreases their cutoff frequency, and a drag plate is
mounted on top of it (see Fig. 2), to allow aerodynamic effects
to play a relevant role in the overall dynamics of the vehicle.
The test platform was primarily selected for the knowledge of
its model [14, 15], which allows to isolate the effect of the
two modifications. The ease of implementation of the model,
among with its low cost and small size, allows the platform
to be tested in reality, which allows to assert the validity of
the controller in a real environment, which is often subjected
to model mismatch, noisy feedback signals and uncertainties.

The paper is structured as follows: firstly a description of
the model of the vehicle and the drag plate are presented
in Section II. A detailed structure of the controller proposed
is then reported in Section III. The work then focuses on
the outcome of experiments conducted both in simulation, in
Section IV, and during real flights, in Section V. A conclusion
is finally provided in Section VI.

II. VEHICLE MODEL

This section formulates the dynamic model of both the
Bebop I quadrotor and the drag plate mounted on top (see
Fig. 2). Understanding and stating the equations that describe
the motion of the UAV and the aerodynamic effects induced
by the drag plate is a necessary step in order to build the
actuator dynamics based controller.

A. Quadrotor Model

An isometric view of the Bebop I quadrotor is shown in
Fig. 1, with its body axis, moment arms and motor spinning
direction. The vectors that describe the body fixed reference
frame of the vehicle are therefore [bx by bz], while for the
north-east-down (NED) inertial reference frame the identity
matrix [ix iy iz] is used. By adopting the ZYX rotation
sequence, the rotation matrix Rbi for the transformation from
body to inertial reference frame is described in terms of the
attitude vector η = [ϕ θ ψ]T as

Rbi =

cθcψ −cϕsψ + sϕsθcψ sϕsψ + cϕsθcψ
cθsψ cϕcψ + sϕsθsψ −sϕcψ + cϕsθsψ
−sθ sϕcθ cϕcθ

 , (1)



where e.g. cθ and sθ stand for cos(θ) and sin(θ), respec-
tively. η relates to the angular velocity vector in the body fixed
reference frame Ω via the matrix RηΩ as

RηΩ =

1 0 −sθ
0 cϕ sϕcθ
0 −sϕ cϕcθ

 , (2)

The longitudinal equations of motions for the quadrotor can
be written as

ẋ = v, (3)

v̇ = m−1 · (F a(v,w) + F T (η, T )) + giz, (4)

with x and v the position and velocity vectors in the inertial
flame, respectively. The vector F a indicates the aerodynamic
forces acting on the vehicle, generated by the NED velocity
vector v and the wind vector w. F T indicates the longitudinal
forces originated from the collective thrust T and the vehicle
attitude vector η. Since the rotors are fixed, T is obtained by
the sum of the single thrusts of all motors. Motor thrusts are
dependent on the rotational speed ωi of the propellers and the
thrust coefficient kT as

F T = Rbi ·

0
0
T

 = Rbi ·
4∑
i=1

 0
0

−kT · ω2
i .

 (5)

The rotational equations of motions can be summed up in

Ω = RηΩ · η, (6)

Ω̇ = J−1 · (−Ω× J ·Ω+Ma +MT +M r). (7)

The matrix J is the vehicle’s inertia tensor matrix, while
the last three terms represent the torques acting on the vehicle:
Ma encloses the torques due to aerodynamic effects, MT

due to the different propeller thrusts and M r due to the
motor torques. The first two terms of (7) constitute the state
dependent terms of the rotational dynamics, which can be
grouped in the term

Ω̇x(Ω, v) = J−1 · (−Ω× J ·Ω+Ma). (8)

MT and M r contribute fully to the controllable angular
acceleration Ω̇u, which can be reformulated as

Ω̇u(ω, ω̇) = J−1 · (MT +M r), (9)

given ω being the angular rate vector of the propellers of
the quadrotor. This allows for the reformulation of (7) as

Ω̇ = Ω̇x(Ω, v) + Ω̇u(ω, ω̇). (10)

Based on (5) and (9), a control vector containing both the
controllable angular acceleration Ω̇u and the collective thrust
T can be obtained as

[
Ω̇u

T

]
=

1

2
G1ω

2 + TsG2ω̇, (11)

with G1 being

G1 = 2J−1
+


−bkT bkT bkT −bkT
lkT lkT −lkT −lkT
km −km km −km
−kT −kT −kT −kT

 (12)

and G2 being

G2 = T−1
s J−1

+


0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
Irzz −Irzz Irzz −Irzz
0 0 0 0

 (13)

with Ts being the autopilot sampling time, km the moment
coefficient and Irzz the rotor and propeller moment of inertia.
J+ is an augmented form of the inertia tensor matrix J in
order to be able to include the collective thrust equation in
(11). This formulation will then be useful to derive, in the
coming sections, the control laws proposed in this paper.

B. Drag Plate Aerodynamic Model

The purpose of this paper is to demonstrate how the addition
of a model based state compensation term can improve the
tracking of the reference trajectory for a specific type of
motion. For this work, the compensation of the aerodynamic
moment around the pitching axis of the quadrotor induced by
a drag plate is considered.

The state compensation, for this particular case, targets only
the reference produced for the control of the pitching motion,
therefore the reference pitch jerk signal. As showed later in
this paper, the state compensation requires modeling of the
aerodynamic effects of the drag plate around the pitching axis
of the quadrotor. The model is based on the plate-quadrotor
configuration showed in Fig. 2: the plate is of rectangular
shape with width wp and height hp; the center of the plate
is at a distance lp from the c.g. of the quadrotor and these two
points both lie on the Y-Z plane.

If only the aerodynamic effects around the pitching axis are
considered, the lift and drag coefficients of the plate, Clp and
Cdp respectively, are dependent on its angle of attack α with
respect to the flow velocity. According to [26], for a flat plate,
the aerodynamic coefficients for lift and drag vary with respect
of the plate’s angle of attack α as follows

Clp = Cl1 · (
π

2
+ α) + Cl2 , (14)

Cdp = Cd1 · (
π

2
+ α) + Cd2 , (15)

Such coefficients, together with the resultant velocity in
the earth frame VR, can be used to obtain the resultant
aerodynamic force R perpendicular to the drag plate and acting
at the center of the plate



Fig. 2. Bebop I drone with drag plate mounted on top

D =
1

2
· ρ · V 2

R · wp · hp · Cdp , (16)

L =
1

2
· ρ · V 2

R · wp · hp · Clp , (17)

R = (cos(α) ·D − sin(α) · L) · sign(Vx) (18)

Where ρ is the air density and Vx the body velocity along the
x-axis of the quadrotor. R produces an aerodynamic moment
Mydp around the body y-axis, which would then, if no other
moments affect the vehicle, result in a rotational acceleration
q̇dp as follows

Myp = lp ·R, (19)

q̇p =
Myp

Iyy
. (20)

The acceleration generated from the drag plate is expected
to deteriorate the tracking performance of the conventional
INDI controller. The model of the aerodynamic forces and
moments of the drag plate will be used later in the paper for
the generation of the state term compensation.

III. CONTROLLER

The controller proposed in this paper consists in a cascaded,
higher order INDI controller with state term compensations for
rotational accelerations.

A. Cascaded INDI - Outer Loop

As previously mentioned, a cascaded INDI controller is
proposed. For position control, the equation of motion for
linear acceleration (4) is linearized by means of Taylor series
expansion, leading to the linearized equation of motion

v̇ = v̇0

+
∂

∂v
· 1

m
F a(v,w) |v=v0 (v − v0)

+
∂

∂w
· 1

m
F a(v,w) |w=w0

(w −w0)

+
∂

∂η
· 1

m
F T (η, T ) |η=η0

(η − η0)

+
∂

∂T
· 1

m
F T (η, T ) |T=T0 (T − T0).

(21)

Because of the time scale separation principle [27], the
second and third term in (21), which are partial to v and
w, are assumed to be negligible in magnitude respect to the
fourth and fifth terms, which means that they can be removed
from the equation. In addition to that, changes in yaw attitude
angle ψ, part of η, are assumed to be small [14], which
allows for neglection of the term containing this partial. These
assumption would then lead to

v̇ = v̇0 + Go(x0,u0)(u− u0)

= v̇0 + Go(x0,u0)∆u
(22)

with u =
[
ϕ θ T

]
and Go(x0,u0) being the summation

of the non neglected terms in (21), which represents the effec-
tiveness matrix for the outer loop controller. By rearranging
the terms, the inversion law for the outer loop is obtained

∆u = Go(x0,u0)
−1νo, (23)

with

νo = v̇ − v̇0 (24)

being the pseudo control input for the outer loop. ∆u
constitutes the control increment terms to be delivered to the
inner loop, responsible for attitude control.

B. Rotational Jerk Tracking - Inner Loop

To build the inner loop of the cascaded INDI controller,
the equation of motion expressing thrust and rotational ac-
celeration (10) is needed. This equation is composed by
controllable and state dependent terms. However, as previously
mentioned, the conventional INDI structure does not take into
consideration the actuator dynamics in the derivation of the
inversion laws. This omission would not lead to tracking
performance degradation only in the case that the actuators
considered are infinitely fast, which in not the case in reality.
To face this issue, [19] proposed an extension of the INDI
control law in this regard. Assuming the dynamics of the
motors as of first order, these can be expressed as

ω̇ = C(ωcmd − ω0), (25)

with C being a diagonal matrix containing the cutoff fre-
quencies of the actuators and ω0 being the actuator current
state. For the Bebop, all actuators have the same cutoff



frequency, which allows for C to be expressed in terms of
the multiplication between a scalar and a identity matrix with
the size equal to the number of actuators

C = C · I. (26)

To fit (25) in the inversion law, (10) is differentiated, instead
of undergoing linearization, leading to an expression of the
rotational jerk

Ω̈ =
∂Ω̇x(Ω, v)

∂Ω
· Ω̇+

∂Ω̇x(Ω, v)
∂v

· v̇

+
∂Ω̇u(ω, ω̇)

∂ω
· ω̇ +

∂Ω̇u(ω, ω̇)

∂ω̇
· ω̈

(27)

Under the assumption of very fast actuators, the time
separation principle can be applied and the first two terms
in (27) can be neglected.. This allows (11) to be used with
(27) to generate a set of equation of motions for the desired
rotational jerk Ω̈ and thrust rate Ṫ[

Ω̈

Ṫ

]
= G1ωω̇ + TsG2ω̈. (28)

From (28), ω̇ can be expanded from (25), while ω̈ can be
expanded as

ω̈ = (ω̇ − z−1ω̇)T−1
s

= C((ωcmd − ω0)− z−1(ωcmd − ω0))T
−1
s

(29)

Leading to

[
Ω̈

Ṫ

]
= C(G1ω+G2)(ωcmd−ω0)−CG2(ωcmd−ω0)z

−1.

(30)
(30) can be rearranged to result in an INDI inversion law

∆ω = C(G1ω + G2)
+

([
Ω̈

Ṫ

]
+ CG2(ωcmd − ω0)z

−1

)
,

(31)
with the operator ◦+ indicating the pseudo inverse opera-

tion.

C. State Term Compensation for Pitching Motion

The extended INDI control law in (31) is meant to track
the controllable rotational jerk Ω̈µ. In reality, state dependent
rotational dynamics, such as the ones induced by aerodynam-
ics, are present and can affect the tracking accuracy of the
controller. For the case presented in this paper, the drag plate
in Fig. 2 induces non negligible moments around the pitching
axis, in other words, the pitch term in Ma from (7) cannot
be neglected. By assuming that the moment induced by the
plate its non-negligible only around the body y-axis, and other
aerodynamic effects are neglected, Ma can be expressed as

Ma =
[
0 Mydp 0

]T
, (32)

with Mydp from (20). For the tracking of the rotational
pitch jerk, the first and second term in (27) become then non-
negligible, due to the presence of high aerodynamic forces
around the body y-axis. If only the aerodynamics of the drag
plate are considered non-negligible, (8) can be expressed as

Ω̇x(Ω, v) = J−1Ma =
[
0

Mydp

Iyy
0
]T

(33)

which results in a state-dependent rotational jerk component

Ω̈x =
∂Ω̇x(Ω, v)

∂Ω
· Ω̇+

∂Ω̇x(Ω, v)
∂v

· v̇ (34)

that has to be included in the inversion law (31). By
following the previous derivation, it is clear that the state
compensation term should be subtracted from the desired
rotational jerk command, leading to an inversion law that takes
into consideration both the actuator dynamics and the effect
of the drag plate.

∆ω = C(G1ω + G2)
+([

Ω̈− Ω̈x

Ṫ

]
+ CG2(ωcmd − ω0)z

−1

)
,

(35)

D. Reference Model & Error Controller

The cascaded controller is meant to provide tracking of the
linear acceleration error vector νo from (24) in the outer loop,
and the desired rotational jerk and thrust increment in the inner
loop, which can be reformulated as the pseudo control input
for the inner loop

νi =

[
Ω̈− Ω̈x

Ṫ

]
(36)

Both terms, νo and νi are higher order derivatives of the
commanded signal to the loops. Based on sensor feedback
and desired dynamics, these terms can be obtained by means
of a combination of a reference model (RM) with an error
controller (EC). Given the state vector command

σ =
[
x ψ

]
cmd

(37)

a set of gains Ko, which indicates the desired longitudinal
dynamics of the vehicle, is used in an outer loop RM to obtain
the reference longitudinal acceleration v̇ref and the external
reference trajectory

ξo =

[
v
x

]
ref

. (38)

For disturbance rejection, an outer loop EC is set with gains
KoE that describe the error dynamics. The EC considers the
error between ξo and the sensor based signals v0 and x0 to
provide an error compensation signal v̇ec, which contributes
to the generation of the pseudo control input

νo = v̇ref + v̇ec − v̇0 (39)



In a similar fashion, the commanded attitude vector, ob-
tained partly from the outer loop output (θcmd and ϕcmd) and
partly from σ (ψcmd), is used for the generation of the desired
rotational jerk signal that composes νi, with the thrust rate
Ṫref straightforwardly obtained from the outer loop output.
To do that, a 3rd order reference model is constructed in
the inner loop for the generation of the reference rotational
jerk signal Ω̈ref , by means of a set of desired gains Ki that
generate feasible and optimal rotation dynamics. To achieve
optimality, the gains used for rotational jerk dynamics have
the same magnitude of the common cutoff frequency C of the
actuators. The lower order reference trajectory vector

ξi =

Ω̇Ω
η


ref

(40)

is used together with the sensor based feedback signals
in the inner error controller. A set of gains KiE are used
together with C to generate the jerk compensation signal Ω̈ec,
as proposed by [21]. This leads to a reformulation of the
pseudo control input as

νi =

[
Ω̈ref + Ω̈ec − Ω̈x

Ṫdes

]
=

[
Ω̈

Ṫ

]
des

(41)

E. Complementary Filter

In reality, the gyroscope delivers the measured signal in
addition with noise. To avoid the noise to propagate through
the controller, filters can be used. Such signals have been
filtered in cascaded INDI controllers by equally filtering the
noisy rotational acceleration signal and the actuator feedback
to the control increment, to have them in phase [15].

While the controllable rotational jerk Ω̈µ can still be syn-
chronized with the actuators feedback, the state compensation
term Ω̈x cannot. The inability to provide a global synchroniza-
tion can severely deteriorate the improvement of the proposed
controller over conventional solutions.

For this reason a filter that can remove noise and remove
the existing delay must be implemented. [20] proposes the
use of a 2nd order complementary filter based on a model
based estimation of the angular acceleration and the real
measurement. As shown in Fig. 3, the estimated signal Ω̇P
is filtered with the same filter H(z) used for the measured
signal Ω̇; the delay induced by the filtering obtained from
the model is then used to compensated for the induced delay
on the main signal, which provides an undelayed, filtered
estimation for the rotational acceleration ˆ̇Ω. The generation
of the estimated signal Ω̇P requires a good understanding of
the control effectiveness of the vehicle, which is employed
also in the INDI control law, and state dependent terms. Since
a quadrotor is considered, the only state dependent term that
is believed to deliver a non negligible impact to the estimation
of the angular acceleration, is the drag plate. For this reason,
Ω̇P can be decomposed further in

Ω̇P = Ω̇G + Ω̇A. (42)

As also shown in Fig. 3, Ω̇G indicates the estimation of the
angular acceleration induced by the actuators, while Ω̇A the
one induced by aerodynamic effects; for this work, the only
aerodynamic effect considered is the one of the drag plate. Ω̇A
requires then an accurate estimation of the aforementioned.
This nomenclature will also be used in the presentation of
the experimental results. With the same method, an undelayed
estimation for the linear acceleration ˆ̇v can also be obtained.

F. Full Controller Overview

The subsections above describe the components of the full,
cascaded INDI controller, augmented with actuator dynamics
compensation and a state term compensator for the drag plate
mounted on top. The controller can be divided mostly in three
parts: the outer loop for position control, the inner loop for
attitude control and the complementary filter. The first can
be viewed schematically in the block diagram from Fig. 4,
while the last two can be viewed in Fig. 5. For an even better
understanding of the roles of each component of the controller
and the structure of the pipeline, Table I is available. The
coming section compares the proposed solution with other
configurations.

IV. SIMULATION RESULTS

The proposed controller is meant to provide the capabil-
ities to accurately track trajectories even when the vehicle
presents properties that severely degrade the performance of
conventional INDI controllers, such as slow actuators or wide
aerodynamic surfaces. For this analysis, a simulation of the
proposed vehicle, a Parrot Bebop I quadrotor equipped with
drag plate and slow actuators, is considered. Since the effect
of the plate is such that its biggest disturbance contribution is
on the pitch axis, this analysis will look at the response of the
controller to a negative pitch angle step response. Due to the
step requested in a negative direction, the vehicle is expected
to progressively gain a forward velocity, which increasingly
affects the aerodynamic moment exerted on the vehicle. This
setup would then allow to fully observe and assess the behavior
of the controller towards these particular dynamics. The effect
of this controller can be the verified in real world flight tests
in Section V.

A. Tracking Accuracy

The main indicator of performance of the proposed con-
troller is how much better it can track the reference trajectory.
This is provided by the reference model, and to assess the
tracking accuracy of the different configurations, the desired
dynamics of the RM must be the same for all. For this analysis,
a 3rd order reference model is adopted with the gains in Table
II.

The tracking accuracy is compared between a conventional
INDI controller, an extended version with actuator compen-
sation (ACINDI) and the proposed controller, which includes
the state compensation term for the drag plate (ASCINDI).
The performance of each can be observed visually in Fig. 6.
In the short interval of time that follows the initiation of the



Drag Plate Model

Fig. 3. Complementary filter scheme for the processing of the angular acceleration Ω̇

Inner Loop

Fig. 4. Outer loop of full controller, composed by: reference model (blue), error controller (yellow), inversion law for attitude and thrust increment commands
(green)

State Compensator 
Drag Plate 

Complementary
Filter

Fig. 5. Inner loop of full controller, composed by: reference model (blue), error controller (yellow), state compensation term (red), inversion law for actuator
command generation (green), complementary filter (purple)

command (at sec 2, first vertical dotted line), the drag plate is
not subjected to enough velocity to deteriorate the performance
of the controllers, but it is clear that the consideration of

actuator dynamics is important for the short term response.
By omitting the ”speed” capability of the actuators, the INDI
controller immediately lags behind the reference, causing the



TABLE I
CONTROLLER PIPELINE

Block Name Role Input Output

Outer Loop RM Reference trajectory for OL σcmd v̇ref , ξo
Outer Loop EC Error compensation for OL ξo, v, x v̇ec
Outer Loop INDI Inversion Law for OL v̇des, ˆ̇v ηcmd, ∆Tcmd

Inner Loop RM Reference trajectory for IL ηcmd Ω̈ref , ξi
Inner Loop EC Error compensation for IL ξi,

ˆ̇Ω, Ω̇, η Ω̈ec

State Compensator Drag Plate Model based drag plate effect compensation ˆ̇v, v̇, Ω̇, η Ω̈x

Inner Loop INDI Inversion law for inner loop Ω̈des, ω, ∆Tcmd ωcmd

Complementary filter Model based filtering of noisy states ω, Ω̇, v̇ ˆ̇v, ˆ̇Ω

TABLE II
RM AND EC GAINS USED FOR THE RESPONSE ANALYSIS

Gain Value

Kη diag([7, 7, 7])

KΩ diag([15, 15, 15])

KΩ̇ diag([20, 20, 20])

KηE diag([50, 50, 50])

KΩ̇E diag([13, 13, 13])

KηE diag([9, 9, 9])

first peak in error (blue line in Fig. 6). Contrarily, the ACINDI
and ASCINDI solutions provide an immediate accurate re-
sponse to the step, performing equally well. The jerk tracking
method therefore results valid to achieve an accurate short
term response to commanded trajectories. Shortly after the
initial response however (second dotted line at 3 seconds), the
aerodynamic moment exerted on the drag plate causes the first
two controllers to produce an increasing tracking error due to
the increase in velocity, for which the sole error controller is
not able to effectively correct for. This is not the same for the
proposed controller, which considers the presence of the drag
plate in the generation of the pseudo control input.

B. Robustness to Model Mismatch

A serious limitation to real world applications which applies
to model based controllers is the presence of inaccuracies in
the estimation of the model. An inaccurate understanding of
the model can compromise the benefit of including it in the
first place, or even leading to instability. Here, the robustness
of the ASCINDI controller is discussed. The term in the
controller’s architecture that mostly relies on the accuracy of
the model is the state compensation term Ω̈x, which computes
the rotational jerk component of the drag plate and affects
directly the pseudo control input delivered to the inversion law.
It is important to understand how the response would change
for two cases: when Ω̈x overestimates the influence of the drag
plate, so it acts more aggressively than necessary, and when
it underestimates it, so it considers its effects less relevant.
By looking at Fig. 7, the effect of both can be observed.
By progressively scaling the perfect matching compensation
signal in an interval from 0 (no compensation) to 2 (the effect
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of the drag plate is twice as strong as in reality), a conclusion
can be made on the two mentioned cases. By increasingly
underestimating the effect of the plate, the response will
converge to the response provided by a ACINDI controller.
On the other hand, an overestimation of the drag plate effect
can seriously compromise the stability of the platform. For all
the overestimated responses in Fig. 7, the state compensator
term leads to instability. This is because the error controller
is not able to compensate for this signal with the increase
in velocity, which asks for a more aggressive compensation.
In the light of this, once real flight tests are performed, it is
important not to overestimate the effect of the aerodynamic
effects, but rather be conservative, as an underestimation still
leads to a tracking improvement with respect to an ACINDI
controller.

C. Complementary Filter Effect
It was previously mentioned how the effect of delay induced

by filtering of noisy signals, such as accelerations, has a sig-
nificant degrading effect on the performance of the controller.
The increased complexity (i.e. introduction of drag plate model
in the feedback to the increment) required to perform phase
synchronization in the proposed controller makes the removal
of the delay the only solution. This removal can be achieved
by the addition of a complementary filter, which relies on an
accurate estimation of the vehicle dynamics. As for the state
compensation term, the complementary filter performance is
also dependent on the accuracy of the model. However, the
filter only uses the difference between the estimated signal and
its filtered version to estimate the undelayed signal to feed to
the controller. This means that, given model inaccuracies in the
complementary filter, these should mostly affect the tracking
only in case of large changes in acceleration. This is clear by
looking at Fig. 8: similarly to Fig. 7, the estimated angular
acceleration around the body Y-axis q̇P in the complementary
filter is scaled by a factor varying from 0 (no delay removal) to
2 (the delay removal is based on an acceleration estimation that
is twice in magnitude respect to the measured acceleration). In
the case where no delay estimation is provided (scaling factor
of 0), the phase becomes too large for most filters leading to
an unstable oscillation. This enforces the importance of delay
consideration and the effectiveness of the complementary filter.

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

This chapter illustrates the validation process conducted
around the proposed controller. For this, both simulated and
real flight tests have been conducted on a modified version of
the Bebop I quadrotor. For the real flights, both a series of
step inputs to the pitch attitude and a lemniscate trajectory of
Bernoulli are involved. These maneuvers are involved in the
drag plate model optimization and in the application of the
state compensation term, separately. The setup and nature of
the tests, among with their outcome, is presented here.

A. Setup
To test the proposed INDI control, the Parrot Bebop I drone

shown in Fig. 1 is used. As already mentioned, the proposed
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Fig. 8. Effect of model mismatch in the complementary filter on the reference
tracking performance of the ASCINDI controller

controller is expected to be effective in particular scenarios
where the platform is equipped with wide aerodynamic sur-
faces and/or actuators slower then the body dynamics of the
platform. The conventional settings of the considered drone
do not fit in this category, but the platform was selected for
its simple model and extensive documentation on its autopilot.
To make the Bebop I fit in the interested configuration, two
modifications were applied to the vehicle. Firstly a 23 cm by
16 cm drag plate, shown in Fig. 2 was mounted on the top
of the vehicle at 12 cm from the position of its c.g., with its
normal vector pointing in the direction of the body x-axis.
Secondly, the cutoff frequency of the actuator dynamics was
artificially reduced through the use of a digital lag filter. It
was therefore possible to decrease the speed of the actuators
from the nominal value of 50 rad/sec to 20 rad/sec. For
filtering of accelerations, a 2nd order Butterworth lowpass
filter is employed both in the INDI configuration and in the
complementary filters used in the extended controllers, with a
cutoff frequency of 5 rad/sec. The vehicle runs on Paparazzi
Autopilot firmware at 512 Hz.

B. Drag Plate Model Parameters Optimisation

The state term compensation signal for the drag plate, as
mentioned previously, is heavily dependent on its model. Both
the complementary filter and the state jerk compensation signal
rely then on its accuracy. Assuming that the model derived is
correct for the effect of the drag plate on the pitching axis
is mathematically representative of the physics involved, there
is still no knowledge of the real magnitude of the coefficients
that affect lift and drag estimation of the plate in (15) and (14).
Based on existing research on flat plate aerodynamics [26], an
initial guess can be provided to the model, but more extensive
fine tuning of such parameters is required for better model
matching. For this work, only the aerodynamic moment of the
drag plate induced around the body Y-axis is considered in
the optimization and the controller. The following optimization
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Fig. 10. Effect of drag plate on perceived rotational acceleration based on
actuator state, for a lemniscate trajectory

regards then only the pitch acceleration q̇, instead of the whole
rotational acceleration vector Ω̇. By referring to the nomen-
clature in Section III-E, parameter optimisation is performed
by comparing the filtered rotational pitch acceleration of the
vehicle q̇f , estimated from the gyroscope output, with the one
estimated by a complementary filter lacking the drag plate
model q̇Gf , filtered. Without the drag plate, and neglecting
additional aerodynamic effects, q̇f and q̇Gf should match.
However, because the drag plate is mounted on the vehicle,
the drag plate induced rotational pitch acceleration q̇Af plays
a non negligible role. As explained in Section III-E, q̇Af can
be observed during flight tests by looking at the difference
between the measured acceleration and the one estimated by
the actuators only

q̇Af = q̇f − q̇Gf . (43)

To assert this, two different flight tests were conducted:
a series of doublets on the pitch attitude and a lemniscate
of Bernoulli, shown visually in Fig. 17. The relevance of
q̇Af can be clearly seen in both in Fig. 9, for the doublets,
and Fig. 10, for the lemniscate. Due to the velocity increase,
the aerodynamic moment induced by the plate increases,
worsening the mismatch.

[26] provides an empirical set of aerodynamic coefficients
for the drag plate model presented in (14) and (15). However,
such coefficients can be further tuned to fit the effect of the
drag plate recorded during real flight tests. In order to tune
the aerodynamic coefficients to fit the real flight observations,
a Trust Region Reflective (TRF) algorithm is employed for
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Fig. 11. Effect of drag plate on perceived rotational acceleration based on
actuator state
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actuator state

the optimization. The TRF is provided with upper and lower
bounds for each coefficients, as indicated in Table III.

TABLE III
AERODYNCAMIC COEFFICIENTS UPPER AND LOWER BOUNDS

- Cd1 Cd2 Cl1 Cl2

bu 5 2 0 3

bl 0 0.6 -5 1.5

By running the TRF optimization on both flight tests, a
factor 10 decrease in MSE between the real q̇Af and the
estimated one is achieved, as indicated in Table IV. The result
of the optimization for q̇Af can also be seen in Fig. 11, for
the doublet test, and in Fig. 12, for the lemniscate.

TABLE IV
MSE REDUCTION IN DRAG PLATE INDUCED ROTATIONAL ACCELERATION

DUE TO OPTIMIZATION BY MEANS OF TRF ALGORITHM (MSE IN
[RAD2 /SEC4])

Coefficients [Cd1 , Cd2 , Cl1 , Cl2 ] MSE Step MSE Lemniscate

[0.0033, 0.7, -0.0228, 2.01] 689.32 1850.61

[0.0035, 2, -0.000249, 3] 64.27 173.17

By looking at the MSE for both tests and the corresponding
figures, it can be seen that the model provides a better fit
for the doublet series test compared to the lemniscate. This
is because the former excites mostly the pitch motion, while
the latter includes also the other two motions that the model
proposed here does not take into account. The decrease in
fitting performance for the lemniscate can be also seen by
looking at Fig. 13 and Fig. 14. Because of the limits of the
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model in a more complicated maneuver, a decrease in tracking
accuracy due to model mismatch can be expected for the
lemniscate, as shown in the following sections.

C. Step Impulse Tracking

The first results presented in this paper concern the tracking
performance of a step input in the pitch attitude angle, as in
the simulation results presented in Section IV. The controllers
subjected to this test are listed in Table V.

TABLE V
CONTROLLER CONFIGURATIONS SELECTED FOR TESTING

Controller Additions

INDI None

ACINDI Jerk Tracking through Actuator Compensa-
tion and Complementary Filters Enabled

ASCINDI Jerk Tracking through Actuator Compensa-
tion, State Term Compensation and Com-
plementary Filters Enabled

All controllers were subjected to a consecutive series of
pitch attitude steps of -0.15 radians for 3 seconds. The total
number of steps per controller was 5. All inversion laws were
provided with a similar set of gains which allowed for fair
comparison between the tracking performance of the different
controllers. Fig. 15 shows the tracking performance of the
considered controller configurations of one of the series of
steps. It can immediately be seen that the effect of the drag
plate does not allow the conventional INDI solution to reach
the attitude setpoint during the whole duration of the step,

while the two extended configurations do. Both the ACINDI
and the ASCINDI configuration have a drag plate model in
the complementary filter, which further helps convergence to
the setpoint, but the state compensation term effect (magenta
line) allows for a faster convergence to the setpoint compared
to the ACINDI configuration. However, the ASCINDI con-
troller does not manage to keep the reached setpoint for the
whole duration of the step, but instead oscillates around it
undesirably. This is caused by a possible overestimation of
the model used for the state compensation term generation
that results in the controller to overshoot the setpoint. In
addition, both extended solutions fail to track the short term
trajectory effectively. Again, it can be dependent by the
model proposed, which does not take into account rotational
moments induced by the rotational acceleration of the vehicle,
but only by its longitudinal motion. Overall, the calculated
RMSE over all steps between the attitude reference and the
actual state amounts to 0.0126 deg for the INDI configuration,
while it decreases to 0.0070 for the ACINDI controller and
0.0067 for the ASCINDI controller. It is therefore clear that
while the actuator compensation and the complementary filter
significantly benefit the performance of the controller with
respect to a conventional structure, the state compensation term
based on a model with optimized parameters does not greatly
impact the trajectory tracking performance.
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Fig. 15. Trajectory tracking performance of step input reference of different
controllers

D. Lemniscate Trajectory Tracking

To provide a more broad overview of the controllers quality,
the tracking performance of a Lemniscate of Bernoulli is
provided. Each controller is tested on 3 laps of a 3.2x1.6
meters trajectory followed in a lap time of 12 seconds per
lap. During this maneuver, the vehicle reaches a top speed
of 2.81 m/sec. The controller configurations tested are the
same as for the doublet tracking, as mentioned in Table



V. The performance in terms of position and velocity can
be seen in Fig. 17. Visually, it can be seen that the state
compensation term negatively affects the velocity tracking
performance, as it is subjected to oscillations non visible in
the other two controllers. This is indicated in Table VI, where
for overall position tracking the ACINDI configuration scores
best overall, with the ASCINDI controller performing worse
than the conventional INDI solution.

TABLE VI
RMSE BETWEEN REFERENCE AND STATE FOR POSITION AND ATTITUDE

DURING LEMNISCATE TRAJECTORY TRACKING

RMSE INDI ACINDI ASCINDI

x 0.071522 0.048414 0.087904

y 0.068977 0.073452 0.073649

z 0.064526 0.041485 0.096018

ϕ 0.038409 0.035212 0.047385

θ 0.054953 0.026039 0.054015

ψ 0.022945 0.013425 0.020134

A best assessment on the proposed controller can be done
by looking at the performance in attitude tracking. Fig. 17
shows the overall attitude trajectory together with the abso-
lute error between the reference and the state. As suggested
by the position tracking, the ACINDI solution achieves an
overall tracking error in attitude that is lower than INDI and
ASCINDI. Table VI also shows that, despite the pitch attitude
is the most perturbed by the effect of the drag plate, ACINDI
provides the highest improvement in tracking respect to INDI
exactly for the pitch attitude. As mentioned previously, the
ACINDI configuration employs a complementary filter with a
drag plate model. Despite the asserted model incompleteness,
it seems that the ACINDI controller benefits from the presence
of the drag plate model in the complementary filter. This is
in line with what was presented in Section IV-C regarding the
robustness of the complementary filter to model mismatch.

On the other hand, based on the findings about the ro-
bustness of the state compensation term to model mismatch,
reported in Fig. 7, and based on the asserted incompleteness of
the model for the application on complex trajectories, such as
the lemniscate, it could be claimed that the state compensation
term for this flight is overestimating the real drag plate
model. As previously discussed, an overestimation the drag
plate model can lead to instability, which is the case for the
test conducted. In order to assert this hypothesis, multiple
lemniscate flight tests have been conducted, by gradually
down-scaling the state compensation term up to a point where
the controller acts as a ACINDI configuration (i.e. no state
compensation term). By looking at the RMSE between the
reference pitch attitude and the measured attitude, an gradual
improvement in RMSE can be detected by scaling down the
term. As visible from Fig. 16, a minimum is reached before

reaching the full cancellation of the term (at 0.2 times the
initially provided model). This indicates that the provided
model, despite optimization, greatly overestimates the effect
of the plate, leading to a large deviation.
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Fig. 16. Decrease in RMSE in tracking of pitch attitude reference due to
down-scaling of the state compensation term, from 1 (full term) to 0 (no
term)

The required model complexity for such maneuver cannot
be met by considering only the pitching moment, as opposed
to the doublet flight test, reason why the state compensation
term is less reliable.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

This paper proposed a novel control strategy based on INDI
that is meant to provide an improvement in trajectory tracking
for vehicles with slow actuators and strong aerodynamic
effects. The controller takes into consideration the dynamics of
the actuators of the vehicle by tracking the desired rotational
jerk signal, instead of acceleration. The presence of a drag
plate mounted on top of the vehicle is also modeled and
employed by the complementary filter used for acceleration
noise reduction and by the state compensation term, which
aims to modify the feedforward pseudo control input in the
inner loop to counteract the disturbing effects of the plate.
Through response analysis, it was found that an overestimation
of the effects of the drag plate in the generation of the
state compensation can lead quickly to instability. On the
other hand, the presence of the drag plate model in the
complementary filter results to be beneficial to the overall
tracking despite the presence of model inaccuracies. This
was further validated in real flight tests. From simple step
maneuvers and a more complex lemniscate trajectory, it turns
out that the state compensation contribution is limited to
detrimental, due to the low robustness to model mismatch. On
the other hand, substantial improvements compared to con-
ventional INDI were obtained for the controller configuration
which included actuator compensation and complementary
filter. During lemniscate trajectory, the tracking error for the



pitch attitude is reduced by more than 50%. This happened
despite the pitch being the state that is mostly disturbed by
the presence of the drag plate. This suggests that the presence
of the model of drag plate in the complementary filter has a
beneficial impact in trajectory tracking, and, on the contrary of
the state compensation term, is robust to model inaccuracies.
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Fig. 17. Overview of position, velocity and attitude tracking of the lemniscate trajectory for the three proposed controllers: INDI (blue), ACINDI (green),
ASCINDI (magenta)
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1
Introduction

In the past two decades, unmanned air vehicles (UAVs) became increasingly relevant for humanity. As
of today, drones are being employed for a wide spectrum of operations and purposes, from inspection to
delivery, to even entertainment. The investments and global interest in the field is in constant growth [8],
and with it the demand of more challenging operations. The scientific advancements however seems
not able to perfectly keep up with the demanding industry, which asks for performances that are not yet
achievable by the present day technology, for example landing on a moving ship [9]. This is caused by
several factors, such as hardware, aerodynamics and control. This project’s area of interest is the latter,
which represents a field in constant evolution and expansion thanks to the existence of UAVs. More in
detail, it focuses on a particular control strategy referred as Incremental Nonlinear Dynamic Inversion
(INDI) [26], which in the past decade caused a great interest in the scientific community due to its sim-
plicity and robustness to disturbances respect to conventional PID solutions [29]. In the years, several
limitations in this strategy have been found, which degrade the overall performance of the commanded
vehicle, especially in certain scenarios, mainly two: when the vehicle presents non-ideal or uncoupled
actuators and when the trajectory to be tracked demands aggressive accelerations. Together with
the discovery of such, the scientific community worked towards expansions of the conventional INDI
strategy to solve these issues.

The main advancements in the mitigation of these limitations mainly focused on keeping the simplicity
of INDI intact. [21] proposed a new method to include actuator dynamics in the loop, improving the
performance for cases where actuators are slow. [4] developed a scheme to improve the trajectory
tracking while high accelerations are demanded. With the use of differential flatness [11], [32] man-
aged to develop an INDI controller that fully exploited the capabilities of the considered tailsitter drone.
Many unsolved issue however still remains, as the current solutions do not take into account external
disturbances, a major threat in outdoor operations, and have not been tested or validated in outdoor
environments.

This project then wants to expand INDI by using model information to tackle the issues originated from
the uncertainties of the outdoor environment. Based on the current advancements, the goal is therefore
to look at how these can contribute to the disturbance rejection of the vehicle as well. In addition to
that, since many methods mentioned did not provide validation outdoor, this work aims to provide more
clarity on what are the real capabilities of these and how can be made more robust. The final outcome
is therefore to obtain a global INDI controller that presents clear performance improvements both in
tracking and disturbance rejection in outdoor environments.

The search for a uniform model based INDI control strategy will therefore be structured as follows. The
work starts in Chapter 2 with the formulation of the research plan for this literature study. In Chapter 3
an introduction to INDI control is provided. Chapter 4 further expands the knowledge available about
INDI by focusing on the limitations that this strategy presents in determinate conditions. In Chapter 5,
a detailed overview on how the scientific field developed solutions to compensate with the mentioned
limitations is provided. For a better assessment on the validity and the potential of such solutions,
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Chapter 6 examines their effect in a simulated environment and draws preliminary conclusions on
which direction should be taken to further improve the current methods. Chapter 7 then further expands
the research plan formulated in Chapter 2 based on the findings of the literature study, and builds a
more complete and accurate research plan for the upcoming thesis work. The report finally ends with
Chapter 8, where conclusive remarks are provided with an overview of the work conducted.



2
Research Plan Literature Study

As already mentioned in the introduction, this thesis focuses on the realization of a model-based exten-
sion of the conventional INDI control strategy. This is the most promising way to develop INDI towards
a more global control strategy. The research objective that can be formulated upon such notion is then
the following:

To achieve an INDI-based control strategy that takes into account conventional INDI
limitations by including model terms and actuator dynamics into the controller design.

The objective posed here touches a various and quickly evolving body of knowledge, which must be
fully understood and assessed to understand what to target and how.

The literature study therefore starts by explaining INDI, including its core structure, its predecessors
and its advantages from other controller solutions. A complete overview of this control strategy is
required to then assess the nature of the limitations mentioned. A limitation in a controller means that
for a realistic and specific scenario, it will fail in operating as desired. The questions to answer in this
regards therefore ask when INDI fails, and why. The work exposed here provides a full overview of the
scenarios where INDI controllers do not perform as they should, where a scenario includes the type of
platform used and the type of flight path encountered. Particular focus is also dedicated towards the
reasons of such drawbacks. Efforts are made in providing a mathematical as well as practical overview
of the flaws that characterize this controller in the scenarios mentioned.

Once a body containing the advantages and limitations or INDI controllers is concluded, the focus can
be directed towards the efforts made by scientists in order to compensate for these. It has already been
mentioned that the solution proposed in this thesis is model-based, but no information is available so
far regarding the nature of such compensation. The reason for this is that a wide span of techniques
have been used, but these target a limited number of limitations on few scenarios. The objective here
is then to understand which recent breakthrough has more potential to be expanded to a more global
application. A detailed assessment is therefore made around this.

To fully understand the entity of the different drawbacks that revolve around INDI controllers, but also
the validity of some solutions, the assessment conducted around this work is supported by simulation
results obtained from an existing model of the F-16 fighter aircraft, provided by [25].

The knowledge provided in this body of work is expected therefore to answer the research question,
put as:

To what extent can the deviation error in trajectory tracking using INDI be compensated for by
means of model-based solutions and actuator dynamics considerations, and how?

3



3
Incremental Nonlinear Dynamic

Inversion

Since the introduction of the first aircraft, efforts have been made in the design of robust and cost ef-
fective control strategies. So far, many certified and operating passenger aircraft operate by means of
conventional proportional, integral, derivative (PID) control. Due to the high number of flight phases
contained in the flight envelope of an aircraft, and therefore the consequent introduction of nonlinear-
ities required for the description of the full system, PID control is often extended by means of gain
scheduling. Such practice requires substantial work of tuning which remains applicable only to the
aircraft considered in the design of the controller. In the field of scaled UAVs, such practice is not ap-
plicable, as airframe configurations differ vastly compared to passenger aircrafts, and low costs and
faster implementation are a strict requirement.

In the light of this, model based control techniques were developed. It was found that the partial knowl-
edge of the aerodynamics of a specific vehicle can tackle the adaptation to nonlinearities with a much
smaller effort compared to PID gain scheduling [28]. This concept is best expressed with the nonlinear
dynamic inversion (NDI) control strategy, which relies on the linearization of the aircraft aerodynamics
to derive the most optimal control input. Such technique proves to be effective, except in situations
where the model does not match reality. This turns out to be a relevant issue, as UAVs usually present
configurations that are hard to model accurately, making NDI not robust in too many scenarios. The
logical step forward is to therefore reduce model dependency.

3.1. Reduction of Model Dependency Through Incremental Control
A first attempt in reducing dependency on the aerodynamic model is made by [3], where the control
objective consists in obtaining the required input for trajectory tracking given limited model information.
This work laid the base for the first design of incremental nonlinear dynamic inversion control [26], which
is summarized in the following pages.

For this overview, a nonlinear system as in Equation 3.1 below is considered.

ẋ(t) = f(x(t),u(t))

y(t) = h(x(t))
(3.1)

With x(t) ∈ Rnx the state vector, u(t) ∈ Rnu the input vector and y(t) ∈ Rny the output vector. For
simplicity, the term (t), which indicates the dependency in time of the vectors mentioned, is omitted
for the rest of this work. fnx×1 : Dx,u → Rnx represents then the nonlinear plant dynamics and
hny×1 : Dx → Rny the output dynamics. The objective of NDI is to linearize the plant dynamics around
the current state and input to then perform a linear inversion with the goal of obtaining an expression
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3.2. Reference Model for Smooth Trajectory Generation 5

for the input vector u. Linearization is carried over by means of Taylor series expansion around the
current state in Equation 3.2.

ẋ ≃ f(x0,u0) +
∂f(x,u)

∂x

∣∣∣∣
x=x0,u=u0

(x− x0) +
∂f(x,u)

∂u

∣∣∣∣
x=x0,u=u0

(u− u0)

ẋ ≃ ẋ0 + F (x0,u0)(x− x0)︸ ︷︷ ︸
∆x

+G(x0,u0)(u− u0)︸ ︷︷ ︸
∆u

(3.2)

Where the second term represents the state dependent increment ∆x and the third term is the control
dependent increment∆u, which together fully describe the vehicle dynamics. To reach the conventional
INDI controller expression, its however required to neglect the second term, which is representative of
the vehicle dynamics. The neglection of the state dependent increment ∆x is based on the principle
of time scale separation [27]; as visible from Equation 3.2, the control input u has an instantaneous
effect on the state change vector ẋ. On the other hand, ∆x is dependent on the state vector x, which
is obtained by an integration of ẋ, which results in a slower change. Assuming that the commanded
value achieves the desired state change instantaneously (in other words, the system is equipped with
infinitely fast actuators) and that the state is fed back to the controller with zero time delay, in a small
time interval the ”slow” state dynamics can be assumed as constant, leading to a negligible ∆x. Based
on the aforementioned, the plant dynamics can be simplified to

ẋ ≃ ẋ0 +G(x0,u0)(u− u0) = ẋ0 +G(x0,u0)∆u (3.3)

where ∆u is the control input increment. Equation 3.3 can then be rearranged to express the control
increment in terms of the state and the of the plant, as in Equation 3.4.

∆u = G(x0,u0)
−1(ẋ− ẋ0) (3.4)

Given that a direct expression of the output y in function of the input u can be found, the obtained
equation can then be expressed in terms of the output vector, which represents the trajectory to be
tracked. The system considered here is assumed to have a relative degree r of 1. This means that
only one derivation of the output is required to to obtain a direct relation between the desired control
variable and the control input. Based on this assumption, the following is true

y = h(x) = x

ẋ = ẏ

ν = ẏ = ẋ

(3.5)

Where ν represents the pseudo control input of the controller. Equation 3.4 can then be reformulated
as follows

∆u = G(x0,u0)
−1(ν − ẋ0) (3.6)

which represents the conventional INDI control law. This includes the effectiveness matrixG(x0,u0)
−1,

the pseudo control input ν, extracted from the desired trajectory, and the current state ẋ0, estimated
by on board sensors. A visual representation of the described control law can be found in Figure 3.1.

3.2. Reference Model for Smooth Trajectory Generation
It is not always the case, however, that the system to be controlled has a relative degree r of 1. For
scenarios where the relative degree is higher, the pseudo control input becomes the rth derivative of
the desired control output. In the case where a specific trajectory has to be tracked, this requirement
introduces the need to generate smooth and feasible trajectories that can be differentiated r times from
the desired control trajectory. In INDI control design, this conversion can be computed by reference
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Control
Effectiveness

Matrix

Sensor

Aircraft
Dynamics

Figure 3.1: Conventional INDI control scheme

models [20]. Despite the wide range of reference models available for trajectory generation [5, 4, 23],
the general structure for an arbitrary relative degree r can be summarized in Figure 3.2.

Figure 3.2: Linear reference model for an arbitrary relative degree r (from [4])

The coefficients vectorKR ∈ Rr is selected such that the higher order derivatives of the desired output
generate physically feasible trajectories [4].

The importance of the reference model in INDI control is also due to the fact that it does not only
provide the pseudo control input νref , but also information related to the reference trajectories of the
states not directly tracked by the INDI loop (i.e. the lower order derivatives of νref ). This vector is
commonly referred as ξref , or external reference state trajectory. The availability of such information
is fundamental for INDI tracking augmentation, as discussed in the following section.

3.3. Error Controller for Disturbance Rejection
The INDI loop, as shown in Figure 3.1, is responsible for tracking the pseudo control input νref only,
without knowing whether or not the tracking is causing a deviation in the lower level derivatives of
νref , and eventually the control command. Knowledge of the external reference state trajectory ξref
is therefore required to compensate for deviations. This compensation usually performed through the
introduction of an error controller (EC) [22]. The controller looks at the deviation of the current external
reference state ξ̂ (which contains the lower order derivatives of the pseudo control input vector) from
the reference trajectory ξref , defined as

χ = ξref − ξ̂ (3.7)
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where χ represents the deviation of all ny output channels. For an easier understanding, only the first
channel is considered. The deviation χ1 of the first output channel is multiplied by a row of coefficients
(KT

E)1 which, like in the reference model, are selected to meet the physical limitations of the vehicle. In
addition, an integral feedback of the output error can be added to compensate for steady state errors
[22] (see Section 6.3.3). The obtained pseudo control compensation ν1,ec is then added to the pseudo
control input ν1,ref generated by the reference model and fed to the INDI closed loop. Figure 3.3
shows schematically the process for the first output channel.

Figure 3.3: Error controller used in INDI applications for deviation compensation [21]

3.4. Conventional INDI Controller Structure
With the addition of the error controller and the reference model, an INDI based controller, in ideal
conditions, is able to track the predefined trajectory without the need of model knowledge. Given
a desired output, the reference model is responsible to provide a smooth trajectory for higher order
derivatives of that output up to the pseudo control input order. It also provides, if any, the intermediate
derivatives. The error controller is responsible to compensate for the neglection of the state dependent
increment term and to cope with external disturbances by comparing the external reference states with
the real plant states and add such information to the pseudo control input. Based on the above, it is
now possible to understand the conventional structure of an INDI controller, shown as block diagram
in

Aircraft
Dynamics

Reference Model
INDI Controller

Error Controller

Figure 3.4: INDI controller with conventional reference model and error controller

As already mentioned in Section 3.1, the robustness of such strategy fails in certain limit conditions.
The next section identifies the conditions and explains the types of failure.



4
Limitations in INDI Control

In Chapter 3 the neglection of the state dependent increment term ∆x is a key factor for the simplicity
and robustness of INDI controllers. However, this is based on some assumptions mentioned already.
What happens when such assumptions do not hold? In what conditions do these assumptions fail?
Researchers have, since the introduction of INDI, focused on the identification and understanding of
such flaws, and placed them in an operational context, which is what this chapter is aiming to do.

4.1. Time Delay
In the real world, controllers achieve state estimation by means of sensors mounted on the vehicle.
A sensor can be generalized as a device that observes the surrounding operating environment, mea-
sures one or more state variables (e.g. a gyro estimates rotational velocities around 3-axis) and com-
municates the magnitude of the measured state to the autopilot. Such operation is not instant: each
sensor is characterized by a certain time delay. In addition, every sensor, even the most accurate ones,
provides a measurement signal characterized by the presence of certain amount of noise. Since the
feedback requires differentiation, such noise is amplified [30]. The use of a second order filter is usually
employed for noise reduction [2]. Filtering induces lag, and therefore additional delay.

Delay in sensor measurement becomes and issue when it is not equally delayed with the actuator
measurements, leading to more instability [1]. Mathematically, a delay would mean that the control law
in Equation 3.6 is now affected by a delayed measurement ẋτ , leading to

∆u = G(x0,u0)
−1(ν − ẋτ ) (4.1)

If Equation 4.1 is used in for the expression of the simplified system in Equation 3.3, the cancellation
is not perfect

ẋ ≃ ẋ0 +G(x0,u0)G(x0,u0)
−1(ν − ẋτ )

ẋ ≃ ν + ẋ0 − ẋτ

ẋ ≃ ν + ẋ∆τ

(4.2)

The term ẋ ≃ ν+ ẋ∆τ , the difference in state derivative in within the delay, is now affecting the tracking
accuracy of the controller, which may lead to instability for certain time spans.

4.2. Actuator Dynamics
As already mentioned, an assumption on which INDI bases its simplicity is the neglection of actuator
dynamics [26]. Actuators considered in INDI applications are therefore considered as instantaneous,
with no limitations in position and rate. This means that the transfer function between the commanded
input and the actual input sent to the aircraft dynamics is 1

8
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u = Hδ
uideal

(s) · ucmd = ucmd

Hδ
uideal

(s) = 1
(4.3)

Which means that the actuator can perfectly track the control command obtained from the inversion. In
reality however, actuators present non-linear dynamics of first or second order, together with position
and rate limits. In a number of scenarios, such omission can lead to bad tracking, or even instability
[15, 19].

One example is the scenario where actuators are slow and cannot track a trajectory in time. The settling
time for the actuator is too large and a change in trajectory cannot be followed with the optimal control
commands. In addition, neglection of rate and position limits can lead to saturation [1].

In most cases, for example while operating a quadrotor [10], this deficit does not constitute an issue,
and the vehicle can still perform well. This is because the dynamics of the actuators used on such
UAVs are much faster than their rotational dynamics. The same cannot be asserted for drones such
as transition or fixed wing vehicles. Given the increasing relevance of such configurations in the past
years, the issue cannot be ignored.

4.3. Agile Maneuvering
INDI takes its simplicity and ease of implementation from the neglection of the state dependent incre-
ment ∆x. This is justified by the fact that the sample rate is high and the acceleration dynamics being
controlled directly by the control command are faster than the velocities, which are described by

xcmd = ẋ0 +G(x0,u0)∆ucmd

xe = xdes − xcmd = F (x0,u0)∆x = ∆x

(4.4)

Where xdes represents the ideal pseudo control input (therefore the pseudo control input obtained by a
perfect NDI controller) and xcmd is the pseudo control input that does not include the state dependent
term. xe propagates then through the chain of integrators of the reference model, causing an error. In
some scenarios such error does not badly deteriorate the trajectory tracking, and the error controller
can compensate well for it. On the other hand, if scenarios such as the one mentioned in Chapter 1 are
considered, xe must be compensated based on the real capabilities of the vehicle. The task of following
a moving ship and autonomously land on a narrow, moving space [9] requires an accurate tracking of
a continuously morphing trajectory. Quick changes in position setpoints bring to high acceleration, and
therefore a quick change in∆x. The increasing complexity in drone operations makes this an important
issue to be considered in extended INDI controller designs.

4.4. Flight Phase Transition
Dynamic inversion based controllers require a usable trajectory that can be followed to perform the
inversion. For example, in an INDI based tracking of angular acceleration, a feasible acceleration
path must be provided to obtain the required controls. This is usually done via a reference model,
as mentioned in Section 3.2, which linearly derives the pseudo control input value required for the
inversion.

A linear, conventional reference model therefore does not generate a trajectory that takes into account
the strong change in vehicle dynamics that occurs when a flying vehicle undergoes a change in flight
phase, such as a switch from vertical hovering to horizontal flight [6]. This can cause the generation
of a practically infeasible trajectory and a degradation of performance [5]. Transition UAVs are increas-
ing in use because of their excellent performance both in hover and forward flight, which makes the
consideration of flight phase another issue to be considered.

4.5. Disturbance Load Alleviation
The reference model, linear or nonlinear, provides a trajectory to be followed to reach the control ob-
jective. The controller is then responsible for providing the right control inputs to remain on track. In
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reality, model mismatch or external disturbances (such a collision or a gust of wind), temporarily intro-
duce a large deviation of the drone states from the reference trajectory. In a default scenario, the error
controller mentioned in Section 3.3 adds a correction signal to the ideal pseudo control input based on
the magnitude of the deviation encountered.

Despite the good response of the conventional controller, it is clear however how the compensation
is carried over by a simple linear error controller that does not provide a new optimal rerouting of the
trajectory to get back on track, but simply indicates the error. In other words, the reference model is
not able to provide a suitable solution to reestablish perfect tracking, because it does not know what
the current state is. If such knowledge would be made available to a RM that generates trajectories
that exploit the full capabilities of the vehicle, more efficient commands can be generated and best
performance can be achieved.



5
Model Based Compensation of INDI

Limitations

As discussed previously in Chapter 4, it is clear that the INDI controller as proposed in [26] cannot be
used for a wide span of scenarios. In addition, given the increasing complexity in drone operations and
mission in the last years, many issues must be fixed to make such control strategy competitive and
benefit from its main advantages.

In the past years, scientists identified the mentioned issues and developed a various number of so-
lutions which targeted one or more of these with different methods, applied on different locations of
the INDI structure of Chapter 3. The role of this section is to gather the most relevant and promising
advancements in INDI and understand their potential, to then build a global compensation strategy.

5.1. Differential Flatness Transform
Differential flatness is a property of a certain subgroup of systems (flat systems) which has shown great
potential in nonlinear control application in the past decades [13]. The first cases of differential flatness
on UAVs can be found on quadrotors [7, 17], while only recently has been applied on different, more
complex configurations [31].

Such technique is particularly attractive for nonlinear control application for one major property. Given
a flat system, it is always possible to express the input and state of the system in terms of the output
and a finite number of its derivatives [12]. Mathematically, given a system

ẋ = f(x,u) (5.1)

where x ∈ Rn is the state vector, u ∈ Rm is the input vector and y ∈ Rm the flat output vector, if the
system is flat, then the following vectors of equations exist

y = h(x,u, u̇, . . . ,u(r))

x = θ(y, ẏ, . . . ,y(q))

u = γ(y, ẏ, . . . ,y(q))

(5.2)

Where q represents the relative degree of the system, which is always smaller or equal than the order
n of the system. More information on the identification of flat systems can be found in [24].

The property stated is excellent for trajectory tracking purposes, as it allows for direct derivation of of the
input and state trajectories from the output trajectory. Differential flatness transform is therefore used
for feed-forward control terms generation [10]. Its property allows to avoid linearization of the model
dynamics, which is usually performed in INDI applications (see Equation 3.2), to perform the inversion.

11
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No simplification, such as in Equation 3.3, is required and all the nonlinearities that characterize a
complex system are maintained [32].

The advantages brought by differential flatness transform in INDI control are therefore mainly three,
listed below:

• Conservation of nonlinearities: flight phases transitions and agile maneuvers are complicated
to express in a linear fashion. By avoiding linearization, a better representation of these maneu-
vers is possible.

• Reduction of hardware complexity: since the dynamics of the system are expressed in term of
less variables, it becomes easier to generate a trajectory, since the reference model incorporates
less variables for the generation of the pseudo control input, and the actual plant needs to feed
back measurements of fewer states. This means that the vehicle would require less sensors.

• Tracking of high level derivatives: given the composition of the inverted equations, it becomes
possible to track derivatives of the position or orientations of a selected UAV higher than the
acceleration. This provides more information on the trajectory and allows for a better response
to rapid changes. Trajectory tracking of such derivatives has proven its relevance in practice
through the employment of jerk tracking [32] or even snap [17].

Differential flatness transform has been therefore proven to be highly efficient in the context of agile
trajectory tracking. With the preservation of the model dynamics, the state dependent error mentioned
in Section 4.3 is compensated.

However, no research has been conducted on differential flatness based vehicle control with actuator
consideration. [24] researched flatness based actuator control by proposing a method to control an
actuator of unknown model or characterized by non measurable variables, but this investigation is
limited to the actuator itself, and not incorporated in the control of the vehicle. As already discussed in
Section 4.2, actuator consideration is an obligatory step to achieve a complete extension of the INDI
controller. In addition, control of flat systems is usually tackled by maintaining an equal number of flat
outputs and control input commands, as only one control solution can be obtained instead or running an
optimisation process that would slow down the control loop. This might pose a problem in the context
of over-actuated flying vehicles, which is a scenario so far not considered in literature.

5.2. Virtual Control Inputs
The greatest issue related to the control of transitioning vehicles is that they have different flight phases
in their operational envelope: this entails a profound change in vehicle dynamics between flight phases
(for example between vertical landing and forward flight). If the intention is to design a global controller
for the whole operational flight envelope of a vehicle, this can lead to complications.

The selection of pseudo control inputs in INDI controllers is usually carried over such that the control
actuators are directly related to the degree of the state considered by the pseudo control input. In a
conventional aircraft, for example, elevator deflections directly affect the angular acceleration, which
is the reason why it is often used as a pseudo control input. This arrangement allows the actuators
to be considered as ”fast”, enabling the neglection of the slower state increment term, as shown in
Section 3.1.

Between flight phases, the same pseudo control input might become indirectly related to the control
actuators, making them ”slow” and cause of transient errors. A good example can be found in [22].
There, the following pseudo control input is selected for the global INDI controller of a VTOL transition
UAV with tilting rotors that allow vertical take-off and landing and forward flight

νref =

[
nC

ω̇

]
ref

(5.3)

where nC ∈ R3 is the load factor along all three axis of the control frame and ω̇ ∈ R3 are the body angu-
lar accelerations. In hover condition, the rotors directly affect nC , and considered as ”fast”. However,
in forward flight, the major contributor to the vertical load factor is aerodynamic lift, which is directly
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related to the angle of attack. Now the rotors can affect lift by directly changing the pitch rate, which
builds up the angle of attack via two integrations. This increases the relative degree of the system by
two. The assumption of the actuators to be ”fast” becomes then invalid.

A solution to such increase in relative degree would be to track the second derivative of the load factor
n̈C trough dynamic extension [14]. In reality, feeding back estimations of the second derivative of the
load factor is almost impossible, due to the high quantity of noise that characterizes this quantity.

As an alternative, [22] introduces the concept of virtual control input (VCI) yv, which is simply the
selection of certain states from the state vector x, through the selection matrix Cv

yv = Cv · x (5.4)

It can be proven (see [22]) that the Jacobian Ayv
of ẏ (the pseudo control input vector) with respect to

yv

Ayv =
∂f(x,u)

∂yv

∣∣∣∣
x=x0,u=u0

(5.5)

can be used to obtain the vector

[
∆yv

∆u

]
= (

[
Ayv

G0

]
)−1 ·∆ẏ = (

[
Ayv

G0

]
)−1 ·∆ν (5.6)

where G0 is the effectiveness matrix and ν is the general notation used to express the pseudo control
input. Equation 5.6 now presents the control input increment together with the virtual control input
increment. yv can be selected to be the direct actuator of the pseudo control input at a certain flight
phase (e.g. the pitch angle, referring to the VTOL example) and used to compensate for the transient.

The virtual control input increment can then be fed to the reference model of the controller [5] for a
trajectory generation that compensates for the induced transient errors (see Figure 5.1). Referring to
the previous example with the VTOL, the pitch angle θ can be selected from the state vector to be
a virtual control input. The pitch control increment is then expected to be non-zero during forward
flight operation, therefore having a compensating effect when fed to the reference model for trajectory
generation.

RC
Control  

Allocation

Figure 5.1: Virtual control input compensation [22]

The introduction of VCI in an INDI controller can therefore be beneficial for transitioning vehicles. It
should be noted however, as clear from Figure 5.1, that the control allocation block now depends on
its own output directly. Such recursion might eventually lead to instability, and should be therefore
analysed further.
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5.3. Actuator Compensation
As previously stated, both NDI and INDI were designed without taking into considerations the dynamics
of actuators. If these are not taken into account, especially when actuators are slow, the tracking
performance degrades and can even lead to instability [27].

5.3.1. Pseudo Control Hedging
A common compensation developed to alleviate the degrading effect is referred to as Pseudo Control
Hedging (PCH) [1, 16]. PCH is meant to modify the pseudo control input generated by the reference
model in case of actuator saturation in the plant. In a scenario where the actuator used for vehicle
control saturates, the commanded control input ucmd and the actual control input delivered to the plant
dynamicsu are different. This means that there is a deviation from the pseudo control input ν. However,
if the model for the estimation of the pseudo control input is known, an estimate ν̂ of the actual pseudo
control input can be obtained. For the case of INDI control

ν̂ = ẋ0 +G(x0,u0)∆u

ν = ẋ0 +G(x0,u0)∆ucmd

∆u = A(s)∆ucmd

ν̂ ̸= ν

(5.7)

Where the difference between the estimate and the ideal signal is referred to as hedging signal

νh = ν̂ − ν (5.8)

The hedging signal increases as the actuators saturate and are not able to follow the trajectory anymore.
For this reason, νh is fed into the reference model for compensation of the following pseudo control
input, as shown in Figure 5.2. Usually, given inversion uncertainties, the hedging signal is sent for
compensation only when the commanded and actual control inputs differ [16]. This requires the addition
of a logic controller in the loop.

Figure 5.2: Reference model with PCH compensation [5]

5.3.2. INDI Extension on Actuators
The alleviation for saturation provided by PCH is widely used in INDI control, but does not account
for actuator dynamics. A better compensation could be achieved if a model of the actuator would be
included in the generation of the control increment.
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A recent study [21] proposes an extended version of the INDI controller which takes into account control
actuator dynamics. The effectiveness is then not considering only the effect of the actuators, but also
their ”speed”. The derivation of the extended INDI starts from the expression of a non-dimensional
system such as Equation 3.1. Assuming that the relative degree of the system is 1, the expression of
the pseudo control input is

ẏ = f(x,u) (5.9)

In conventional INDI, Equation 5.9 is approximated by means of Taylor series approximation. Instead,
the true derivative is applied, resulting in

ÿ =
∂f(x,u)

∂x
· ẋ+

∂f(x,u)

∂u
· u̇

ÿ = Ae · ẋ+Be · u̇
ÿ = Be · u̇+ dẋ

ÿ ≃ Be · u̇

(5.10)

ÿ therefore becomes the new pseudo control input ν so that

ν ≃ Be · u̇ (5.11)

which represents the inversion law of the extended INDI. The current law is derived such that it can be
expressed in terms of the rate of change of the input, which is representative of the dynamics of the
actuators. Because of this, the desired control increment can be expressed in terms of the actuator
dynamics. Given a first order system representing the dynamics of the actuator used

u(s)

u(s)cmd
=

ω

s+ ω
, (5.12)

where ω represents the bandwidth of the transfer function, it can be rearranged in terms of the input
increment ∆u as follows

u(s) =
ω

s+ ω
· u(s)cmd

u(s) =
ω

s+ ω
· (∆u(s) + u(s))

u(s) =
ω

s
·∆u(s)

u̇(s) = ω ·∆u(s)

u̇(s) = Kact ·∆u(s)

(5.13)

Implementing this structure in Equation 5.10 and inverting then then results in

∆u = (Be ·Kact)
−1 · ν (5.14)

Which provides the desired input increment by considering the actuator dynamics. If the dynamics of
the pseudo control input are known and, for example, can be modeled as a first order system as in
Equation 5.12, the incremental inversion law can be expressed as

∆u = (Be ·Kact)
−1 ·Kν ·∆ẏ (5.15)

This arrangement has been presented as a viable solution to implement actuators in the open loop of
the INDI controller. The technique used here provides information on the ”speed” of the actuator in the
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effectiveness matrix of the controller. From Equation 5.13 it can be seen that the faster the actuator,
the higher its resulting effectiveness will be compared to slower ones, which will be allocated less.

The method is therefore promising in the case of different actuators with different dynamics are com-
bined in the same airframe. This weighted allocation of the effectiveness is however carried over after
the computation of the pseudo control input, which does not contain information about what is achiev-
able by the vehicle. If the actuator ”speed” is not considered in the reference trajectory computation,
carried over by the reference model, unfeasible trajectories might still be computed. This flaw suggests
that actuator compensation should be considered further in the reference model as well.

5.4. Reference Model Extension Through Vehicle Knowledge
The generation of a feasible pseudo control input trajectory for dynamic inversion is carried over by ref-
erence models (see Section 3.2). Commonly, they consist of linear models that use a set of coefficients
which represent the physical limitations of the vehicle, such as in Figure 3.2. The use of a linear model
does not take into account the inherent nonlinear characteristics of the vehicle, forcing it to a linear
transient behavior. This can be especially a problem for vehicles with multiple flight phases, as a linear
reference model would not vary with flight phase, which may result in the generation of incompatible
commands in the inversion law. In addition, feeding trajectories generated by a non-varying, linear
reference model would lead to a controller unable to exploit the full potential of the system. If heavy
nonlinearities are expected during vehicle operation, it is fundamental that the reference model takes
them into account.

5.4.1. Integrated Reference Model for Multi-Phase Vehicle
As previously mentioned in Section 4.4, the linear reference model does not take into account vehicle
nonlinearities in trajectory generation. As a consequence, a change in flight phase is also not well
represented. The straightforward solution for this case would be the use of a different controller for any
flight phase, with the appropriate set of pseudo control inputs and suitable control allocation. Following
this procedure increases however design time and complexity, reminding of a classical PID controller
scheduling procedure.

As a solution to such issue, a modular reference model for the generation of global pseudo control
inputs was proposed by [5]. The same set of pseudo control commands is generated for any flight
phase in the flight operational envelope, allowing the need of only one single controller.

Because of the disadvantages of using the same pseudo control input for different flight phases, ex-
plained in Section 5.2, virtual control inputs (VCI) are selected for compensation. The integration of
VCI in the reference model is made possible by splitting it in two separated loops.

To illustrate the functioning and logic of such controller, the same example of the transitioning VTOL
UAV mentioned in Section 5.2 is considered.

The core commands for the UAV are the linear velocities in the earth frame ẋ and the heading rate Ψ̇

yref =

[
ẋ

Ψ̇

]
cmd

(5.16)

and pseudo control output vector as in Equation 5.3. The VCI vector consists in

yvcmd
=

[
Φ̇

Θ̇

]
cmd

(5.17)

where Φcmd is the bank command and Θcmd is the pitch command (see Section 5.2).

The high level structure of the integrated reference model can be then regarded as follows. The com-
manded derivative ẏcmd is estimated through a linear error controller (as in Section 3.3) based on the
reference states xref generated by the outer loop reference model. The outer loop also computes the
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load factor and velocities as pseudo control input and external reference states, respectively. The in-
ner loop provides the desired body angular accelerations for the pseudo control input vector, together
with Euler angles and its derivatives as external reference states. The virtual control inputs are fed
to the inner loop which allow the reference model to compensate for the transient error mentioned in
Section 5.2. Figure 5.3 illustrates the high level scheme.

Outer Loop RM

Inner Loop 
RM

Outer Loop  
EC

Figure 5.3: High level structure of the integrated reference model proposed by [5]

Both the outer loop and the inner loop are model based and are structured in a similar fashion. For
brevity, only the structure of the outer loop is presented. The outer loop contains the reference plant
dynamics and inversion laws, as illustrated in Figure 5.4, a model of the reference plant dynamics is
used to estimate the reference state term xref used in the error controller and the inversion block. The
load factor n is computed through nonlinear dynamic inversion (NDI).

Attitude
Kinematics
Inversion

Acceleration
Inversion Forces

EOM &
States

Integration

Inversion Block Reference Plant Dynamics

Figure 5.4: Outer loop structure of the integrated reference model proposed by [5]

By means of virtual control input and NDI in the reference model it is possible to provide a trajectory
reference that takes into consideration the change of dynamics due to flight phase transition. With
a linear reference model, as previously mentioned, this would not be possible, as information on the
vehicle dynamics are not provided. However, results published by [5] show that the interaction between
propulsive forces and aerodynamic forces cannot be described with a simplified set of equations of
motion during transition maneuvers.
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5.4.2. Higher Order Reference Model
Previous works on plant based reference models attempted to generate a trajectory for the INDI con-
troller that considered the nonlinearities of the vehicle. This methods provided a more suitable set of
pseudo control inputs, but these were fed to an INDI controller that neglected the state dependent in-
crement term ∆x (see Equation 3.2). Therefore, the state dependent term is not taken into account in
these methods. As mentioned in Section 4.3, slower systems or more agile maneuvering would require
compensation for such term. This includes transition scenarios where the model is subjected to high
nonlinearities and aggressive accelerations. Indeed, the solution proposed in Section 5.4.1 lacked in
the transition phase.

An effort to consider the effect of the state dependent increment by preserving the model-free robust-
ness of INDI was made by [4]. In this approach, plant knowledge is used for the generation of a
feedforward term one derivative level higher than the pseudo control input, and therefore the relative
degree of the system. The approach is applied to an extended INDI controller proposed by [21], which
takes into consideration first and second order actuators, in the fashion explained in Section 5.3.2.

[4] considers the continuous extension inversion law of INDI

u̇cmd = B−1
ν · ν̇u,cmd, (5.18)

and shows that if substituted in the transformed system mentioned in Equation 5.9 as follows

ν̇ = Ae · ẋ+Be ·B−1
e · ν̇u,cmd (5.19)

A state dependent term ∆x exists such that

ν̇ − ν̇u,cmd = Ae · ẋ = ∆x (5.20)

Usually, an error controller such as in Section 3.3 is used as compensation for this, but usually it is linear
(see Figure 3.3) and does not suggest corrections based on the nonlinearities of the vehicle model.

This limitation is tackled in [4] by using a reference plant model of type

νR = FR(xR,uR) (5.21)

which is continuously extended as in [21], leading to affinity between the control input derivative and
the pseudo control input derivative

ν̇R =
∂FR

∂xR
· ẋR +

∂FR

∂uR
· u̇R = AR · ẋR +BR · u̇R (5.22)

An internal reference model (such as in Figure 3.2) is employed to obtain the internal reference pseudo
control rate command ν̇iR,cmd. From this and from Equation 5.22, the input command rate can be
derived through inversion

u̇R = B−1
R · (ν̇iR,cmd −AR · ẋR︸ ︷︷ ︸

ν̇x,R

) (5.23)

with AR · ẋR being the state dependent term ν̇x,R usually neglected. This time however is computed
through the reference plant in Equation 5.21, and fed back to internal reference command for generation
of the feedforward control input rate ν̇ff , which is finally able to deliver model based commands to the
INDI controller. The reference plant dynamics then become
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ν̇R = AR · ẋR +BR ·B−1
R · (ν̇iR,cmd −AR · ẋR)

ν̇R = AR · ẋR︸ ︷︷ ︸
ν̇x,R

+(ν̇iR,cmd −AR · ẋR︸ ︷︷ ︸
ν̇ff

) (5.24)

Which does not only show that ν̇R = ν̇iR,cmd, but proves that the reference model does not need the
effectiveness matrix BR for the estimation of the feedforward term. For state term compensation, the
additional knowledge required by the higher order reference model is therefore concerning AR only.
If control actuator dynamics are considered, ν̇iR,cmd should also contain compensation from an error
controller, as contributions outside the plant dynamics create a deviation from the reference trajectory
of the internal reference model. This whole extension is visually represented in Figure 5.5.
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Figure 5.5: Higher Order Reference Model structure as described in [4]



6
Assessment of Existing Solutions

The methods and techniques reported in Chapter 5 can form a solid base for the design of a controller
solution that can consider actuator and vehicle dynamics to enhance trajectory tracking performance
and robustness.

In order to have a better understanding of qualities and the potential of existing solutions, it could
be insightful to assess these by using a common tool. In this way, the relative impact of a set of
improvements can be clearly exposed, together with its limitations.

The coming chapter therefore attempts to give a clear overview of what is more methods are more
promising and what should be discarded, based on simple simulation conducted on a common model.

6.1. Model Adopted for Comparison
The ideal common vehicle that should be used for such a preliminary comparison is easy to implement,
simple to understand, and provides the necessary traits which allow for a straightforward application of
the considered solutions.

Based on such, a non-linear F-16 simulation tool running on Matlab is selected1. The aerodynamic
model of the aircraft is derived from [18]. The tool allows for linearization of the nonlinearmodel around a
trim condition. The output of the linearization are three state space system: full, lateral and longitudinal.

For this assessment, the model is linearized around a cruising phase condition at a true airspeed Vt

of 700 ft/sec and an altitude h of 10000 ft. Once the linearization is completed, the longitudinal state
space system is considered. From this, the short period model is extrapolated, resulting in the state
space system in

[
α̇
q̇

]
=

[
CZα

CZq

Cmα
Cmq

]
·
[
α
q

]
+

[
CZδe

Cmδe

]
· δe (6.1)

For short period motions, it is also safe to assume that CZq
is unity and CZδe

= 0. These assumptions
further simplify the model, leading to the equations of motion in Equation 6.2 below.

α̇ = CZα
· α+ q

q̇ = Cmα
· α+ Cmq

· q + Cmδe
· δe

(6.2)

Since the idea is to implement actuator dynamics into INDI, among other things, a model of the elevator
must be made available. For simplicity, the elevator dynamics are modeled as a first order system.

1https://dept.aem.umn.edu/people/faculty/balas/darpa_sec/SEC.Software.html
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δe
u

=
ω

ω + s
(6.3)

where ω ÷ 0. The system presented is used to compare and assess different methodologies explored
in this literature study. The comparison is performed by looking at the change in tracking performance
of a desired pitch rate trajectory, with disturbances.

During the assessment it is sometimes easier but still fairly representative, to use a simplified version
of the short period motion in Equation 6.2, which does not consider the dynamics of the angle of attack
α. The system can be then simply described as

q̇ = Cmq
· q + Cmδe

· δe (6.4)

The vehicle (a fighter aircraft) and the motion selected allow for the design of a SISO INDI controller, a
reference model and a linear error controller, which brings into practice the structure of Figure 3.4. This
starting point allows then to test the claims from a wide subset of solutions exposed in Chapter 5. Un-
fortunately, solutions for flight phase transition improvements or MIMO applications are not applicable
on this test simulation. These are planned to be implemented on simulations of more complex vehicles,
subsequent to the termination of this report.

6.2. Actuator Consideration on INDI Inversion Law
Given the system in Equation 6.2, the conventional INDI control law can be easily derived. For tracking
of the pitch rate q, assuming an ideal actuator and neglecting the state dependent terms, the incremental
inversion law becomes

u =
1

Cmδe

· (q̇ref − q̇) + δe (6.5)

which can be easily implemented for trajectory tracking. It is however always the case, in reality, that
the vehicle has actuators with non-instantaneous dynamics, such as in Equation 6.3. Assuming the
actuator to be infinitely fast can, in certain cases (e.g. while employing a servo actuator), cause per-
formance degradation and poor disturbance rejection, as visible in Figure 6.1. Here a trajectory for
the pitch rate qref is provided in blue. To obtain q̇ref , a gain of 10 is used. This signal is fed to the
INDI control law as in Equation 6.5. The control input signal u is then used to control a plant with an
instantaneous elevator (i.e. τel = 0s), in yellow, and one with a first order elevator with time constant
τel = 0.1s, in red. For the first case, the elevator command δe is fed with a delay of z−1. An external
disturbance is introduced at time t = 7s.
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Figure 6.1: Tracking and robustness degradation due to unconsidered actuator dynamics

The more relevant compensation attempt for actuators dynamics can be done in line with the reasoning
exposed in Section 5.3.2. In a case where the pitch rate q is to be controlled, the expression for the
pitch acceleration q̇ (from Equation 6.2) is differentiated, resulting in the extended control law
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q̈ = Cmα · α̇+ Cmq · q̇ + Cmδe
· δ̇e

q̈ ≃ Cmδe
· δ̇e,

(6.6)

which, on the basis of Equation 5.13, can be expressed as

q̈ = Cmδe
· ω · (u− δe) = Cmδe

· ω ·∆u (6.7)

Equation 6.7 can be inverted to provide an INDI law that considers actuator dynamics and compensates
for that

∆u =
1

Cmδe
ω

· q̈des (6.8)

where q̈des represents the desired pitch jerk to be tracked, which can be obtained from a linear reference
model and and error controller compensation, as in

q̈des = ωe · (q̇des − q̇)︸ ︷︷ ︸
EC

+ q̈ref︸︷︷︸
RM

(6.9)

Where ωe is a gain value selected to meet the desired dynamics of the error controller. Such a structure
and adaptation improves the overall tracking accuracy by reducing model mismatch and by providing a
more efficient response to disturbances, as visible in Figure 6.2, which compares the tracking accuracy
already presented in Figure 6.1 with the tracking accuracy achieved with the extended control law from
Section 5.3.2.
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Figure 6.2: Tracking and robustness improvement due to actuator compensation

It has to be pointed out however that the reference model is providing a trajectory command that is not
based on the real dynamics of the vehicle, but is linear. The compensation is therefore being applied on
a trajectory that does not exploit all the characteristics of the plant. The same applies to disturbances.

6.3. State Increment Compensation for Feedforward Generation
The method proposed by [4] provides a good strategy to include actuator dynamics in the INDI loop
and take into account the state increment term without compromising the inherent robustness of INDI.
In addition, it enables tracking of higher order derivatives of the pseudo control input, which is ideal
for improving performance during agile maneuvering. In addition, perfect tracking is only achievable in
cases where no external disturbances are present and the first derivative of the pseudo control input
can be expressed in terms of the pseudo control input only.

In the case for the short period, for example, the derivative of the angle of attackα should be available for
the computation of the feedforward term. Given the fact that the pseudo control input vector ν contains
only the pitch rate q, and the reference model only generates a trajectory for ν, as it conventionally does
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(see Section 3.2), α is not available. In addition, an external disturbance, and the consequent deviation
from the trajectory, is not fed back to the internal error controller in Figure 5.5, which is only responsible
for compensating sensor dynamics or other discrepancies in the open loop. The only section which
then can compensate disturbances is the external error controller. This results in a linear disturbance
compensation which does not account for the complex nonlinearities of the vehicle.

Both limitations have a degrading impact on the trajectory tracking performance of the platform. If the
short period model of [4] is considered, the angle of attack can be ignored, as its dynamics consist of
simply

q̇ = Cmq
· q + Cmδe

· δe (6.10)

If the state term compensation method presented in Figure 5.5 is considered, the final inversion law
based on such dynamics would track a pitch jerk q̈des from Equation 6.9 which also contains state
dependent terms, resulting in

∆u =
1

Cmδe
ω

· q̈des =
1

Cmδe
ω

· (ωe · (q̇des − q̇) + q̈ref − Cmq
· q̇ref ) (6.11)

In this particular case, the feedforward term is only in terms of the internal reference model trajectory
and its higher order derivatives. This makes the derivation by [4] achievable. However, if the real plant
contains also the dynamics of the angle of attack as in Equation 6.2, Equation 6.11 should also include
it, leading to an inversion law which requires the knowledge of the dynamics of α

∆u =
1

Cmδe
ω

· q̈des =
1

Cmδe
ω

· (ωe · (q̇des − q̇) + q̈ref − Cmq · q̇ref − Cmα · α̇ref ) (6.12)

From Equation 6.2, this can be further extended to

∆u =
1

Cmδe
ω
· q̈des =

1

Cmδe
ω
· (ωe · (q̇des − q̇) + q̈ref −Cmq · q̇ref −Cmα · qref −Cmα ·CZααref ) (6.13)

Which raises a question regarding what should provide the value for αref . Should the reference model
provide that? Or can the state estimation of the vehicle feedback this value? It is important to solve this
issue properly, because if a proper state dependent compensation is not conducted for the system in
Equation 6.2, the tracking degrades, as shown in Figure 6.3: here two different plants, one containing
the dynamics of α and the other not, are compensated only with what is directly available from the
internal reference model, meaning the pitch acceleration q̇ only. A compensation for the angle of attack
is therefore not applied for the full plant; the trajectory tracking clearly degrades. Also note how the
tracking performance worsens in segments where higher accelerations are required (see t = 4s); this
is well in line with what stated in Section 4.3 regarding agile maneuvering. Also, a note should be
made on how the disturbance rejection performance at t = 7s remains unvaried (further discussion on
this matter in the following sections). The coming subsection speculates on several ways to solve this
issue.

6.3.1. Full Plant Dynamics Inclusion in Reference Model
Real dynamics present, almost always, an interrelation between the different states that describe the
motion of the vehicle considered. Usually, there are more states affecting the plant than in the desired
trajectory. This is the case for the example discussed in this chapter: the provided trajectory enables
tracking of the pitch rate q and its derivatives, but not α, which however also affects q, as is clear from
Equation 6.13.

Ideally, a trajectory should be provided for α as well, generating a αref signal which can be fed for
feedforward compensation. However, the idea of this research is to keep the simplicity of INDI and
allow tracking with a low amount of information. The signal αmust therefore be generated in a different
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Figure 6.3: Tracking performance degradation due to state dynamics omission in compensation

way. Based on the literature gathered, the two main methods that can be used to achieve this are
mainly two:

• Plant State Feedback: The states which affect the feedforward generation but are not part of
the reference trajectory are directly taken from the vehicle actual state and measured.

• Differential Flatness: The state dependent term is expressed in terms of the reference trajectory
and its derivatives only through differential flatness transform.

The following paragraphs show their implementation and compare the two methods.

State Feedback
The inversion law in Equation 6.8 usually sees q̈des as the reference trajectory generated by a linear
reference model. In the method from [4], the state dependent part q̈R,x of this pseudo control input
(which represents the vehicle dynamics in function of the state) is subtracted, leaving q̈R,u as final
feedforward (see also Equation 5.24)

q̈des = q̈R − q̈R,x = q̈R,u (6.14)

leading to an inversion law in terms of q̈R,x

∆u =
1

Cmδe
ω

· (q̈R − q̈R,x) (6.15)

The term q̈R,x, as previously stated regarding the full short period model in Equation 6.13, contains α,
which is not directly provided by the internal reference model. Assuming that no external disturbances
affect the state, and that the state dependent compensation is perfect (therefore no model uncertainty),
α can be obtained from the direct measurement of the state. This is also true for q, since it is true that
qR = q.

Differential Flatness
In Section 5.1 the differential flatness transformmethod is presented. Themain advantage of differential
flatness is that, if the system considered is flat with respect to its flat output, each one of its states can
be expressed in terms of the selected flat output and its derivatives. The process of expressing one of
the states or the inputs in this form is referred as differential flatness transform.

The application of this technique could benefit the expression for the inversion law in Equation 6.13,
as it could lead to an expression of αref in terms of qref and its derivatives. If this is achieved, the full
plant dynamics can be expressed only in terms of the provided trajectory and the input, retaining the
simplicity of use and providing higher accuracy in tracking.

It can be proven that the inversion law for the full short period motion can be transformed with differ-
ential flatness. Starting from Equation 6.2, the equation for the change in pitch rate q̇ can be further
differentiated in
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q̈ = Cmα
· α̇+ Cmq

· q̇ + Cmδe
· δ̇e (6.16)

α̇ can be substituted with the dynamics of the angle of attack. The same holds for δ̇e, leading to

q̈ = CmαCZα · α+ Cmα · q + Cmq · q̇ + Cmδe
ωe · (u− δe) (6.17)

α can be expressed in terms of the input and the flat output by rearranging the equation for the pitch
dynamics in Equation 6.2. The outcome results in

q̈ = Cmα
CZα

·
(
q̇ − Cmq

· q − Cmδe
· δe

Cmα

)
+ Cmα

· q + Cmq
· q̇ + Cmδe

ωe · (u− δe) (6.18)

which can be rearranged in the form proposed in Equation 6.11

u−
(
CZα

ω
+ 1

)
· δe =

1

Cmδe
ω

·
(
q̈ −

(
CZα

+ Cmq

)
q̇ +

(
Cmq

CZα
− Cmα

)
q
)

(6.19)

The incremental function is now full expressed in terms of the desired trajectory for q and its derivatives.

Comparison on Performance
For a scenario with no disturbances and perfect representation of the model, both methods allow for a
perfect tracking of the trajectory generated by the internal reference model, as visible from Figure 6.4.
This of course is not enough to determine in which direction the extension should go yet, as the effect of
model mismatch and external disturbances are not taken into account. The following work investigates
such limitations.
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Figure 6.4: Perfect reference trajectory tracking through both differential flatness and plant state compensation methods

6.3.2. Assessment on State Feedback Compensation Method
The method used for state compensation on the feedforward term, proposed by [4], aims to generate
the state compensation term by using the output of the reference model. As already mentioned in
Section 6.3.1, the state dependent term ν̇x,R (from Equation 5.24) can depend on states that are not
contained in the reference model. It has been shown in Figure 6.4 that the missing states (as well as
all the states) can be obtained from the plant’s state estimation pipeline. It is not yet known however
what happens when these states are polluted by external disturbances or the model used for the com-
pensation does not exactly match the plant model. This information is not available in the literature
and this section only provides a high level assessment of what the possible effects can be and how the
investigation should proceed in the work consequent to this literature study.

Looking back to Equation 6.8, q̈des can be expressed for the model in Equation 6.2 as

q̈des = q̈ref − Cmq
· q̇ref − Cmα

· α̇ref (6.20)
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This follows from Figure 5.5, where both q̇ and α̇ are provided by the reference model, therefore the
subscript ref . Assuming that these are not available by the reference model, q̈des may then take these
values from the state estimation of the vehicle, resulting in

q̈des = q̈ref − Cmq
· q̇ − Cmα

· α̇ (6.21)

Without disturbances and perfect model knowledge Equation 6.20 and Equation 6.21 are the same
during the whole tracking. One of the questions now is what happens as soon as an external distur-
bance is introduced. It has been shown in Figure 6.3 that the disturbance rejection is not influenced by
whether or not the state term compensation is present or not. This means that the method from [4] has
no affect on the disturbance response, but its variation from Equation 6.21 has. From simulations ran
on the F16 short period model from Equation 6.2, it has been found that feeding back the plant states
to the state term compensator, rather than the reference states, introduces a better predictability of the
disturbance response.

This can be visually represented by Figure 6.5. Here, four different disturbance responses are over-
lapped. Firstly, the plant of Section 6.1 is considered (with the same flight phase), with both q̇ and α̇
fed back for state term compensation and without. Secondly, the same pair is used, but this time the
coefficients that represent the model in the state compensation, namely Cmq and Cmα , are varied (mul-
tiplication by−2). As clear from the overlapping, a change in the plant dynamics affects the disturbance
response for a simple INDI controller, but not for the higher order reference model method with plant
state feedback.
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Figure 6.5: Steady state error due to differential flatness based state term compensation

This behavior is interesting for real life applications as it ensures that, if the model dynamics are known,
the disturbance rejection behavior is always the same. This is particularly useful for highly nonlinear
vehicles with deep changes in motion dynamics between different flight phases. Instead of designing
different error controllers and a switching logic to keep a constant and predictable disturbance rejections,
this method could potentially remove this need.

For the coming work, some attention should also be directed towards the effect of feeding back the state
instead of the reference model when the model is not matching perfectly with the dynamics of the plant.
To investigate differences, the same plant used in the disturbance investigation above is considered,
with the same state compensation method. Each pair has one controller with both q̇ and α̇ fed back for
state term compensation and the other one only α, while q̇ref is taken from the reference. One of the
pairs has different Cmq

and Cmα
(multiplication by −2). All controllers have a model mismatch equal

to 0.3 times the real model (the state increment compensation is therefore still useful, but not perfect).
As observable from Figure 6.6, changing the state dynamics can make these more or less effective,
therefore more visible when not compensated for. However, feeding back the plant state rather than
the reference appears to not vary the tracking excessively.

6.3.3. Assessment on Differential Flatness Compensation Method
In an ideal scenario where the model is known perfectly and no disturbances are applied, the differential
flatness approach allows for perfect internal reference trajectory tracking (see Figure 6.4). This is also
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Figure 6.6: Model mismatch effect with varying plant dynamics and plant state or reference feedback

achieved by the plant state feedback method. However, by applying differential flatness transform, it
is possible to use the output command (for this case, q), and its higher order derivatives, as the only
information to be able to provide a full state compensation. This removes the need to consider the
angle of attack α (referring to the short period case), which in practical terms translates to less sensors
on board and lighter software.

The implementation of such method on the short period model of the F16, shown in Equation 6.19,
presents however several issues in more realistic scenarios. As shown in Figure 6.7 below, when the
model used for the compensation does not perfectly match with the plant dynamics, or disturbances
are introduced (td1 = 7s and td2 = 9s), the differential flatness compensation method introduces steady
state errors.
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Figure 6.7: Steady state error due to differential flatness based state term compensation

A steady state error originating from a step input means that the system is missing an integrator in the
open loop transfer function. For the short period example, adding an integrator would mean to track
the lower order derivative of the pitch rate qR, which corresponds to the pitch angle θR. This means
that the error controller needs to be augmented to consider also the pitch angle error, and feed that to
the feedforward term. The effect of introducing an integrator in the open loop can be seen in Figure 6.8
below.

These observations about solving the issues presented in Section 6.3.1 with differential flatness help
to provide a broader understanding of what is eventually needed to be considered during the design of
a large scale controller for larger, more complex systems.
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Figure 6.8: Steady state error compensation with introduction of integrator in the open loop



7
Research Plan for the Thesis Project

The material presented until now in this work provides the necessary package of information to be able
to clearly identify the knowledge gap in the research field discussed: incremental nonlinear dynamic
inversion control. The finding of such gap allows for the generation of a precise research strategy that
aims to achieve a relevant improvement in the field of INDI control.

This conclusive chapter has therefore the role of readapting the preliminary research plan presented in
Chapter 2 on the basis of the new findings of this literature study.

7.1. Knowledge Gap
At the start of this report the focus was directed towards an improvement of the main limitations that
affect the INDI control strategy by means of model based solution, especially the actuators. Several
flaws in the INDI pipeline were found. Consequently, given the interest that such controller aroused
in the academic environment, a good amount of different compensation methods were identified. The
most recent innovations were however validated in a simple simulation environment and ideal condi-
tions. Because of this, some were put to the test with simulation based on an F16 model running on
INDI.

Based on the investigation summarised above, it was found that no real life vehicle has flown with both
a state term compensation and actuator compensation on its reference trajectory. Also no actuator
compensation strategy is applicable today on such complex vehicles. Most importantly, it has been
found that all the most promising compensation strategies identified until today provide an improvement
in the trajectory tracking, but not in disturbance rejection. It can be then safely assumed that there is
no solution for a model based disturbance rejection strategy for an INDI controller.

As covered in Chapter 1, drone operations are becoming increasingly complex and challenging. The
need for robust outdoor solutions is present and many drone solutions proposed even by the most
advanced companies have to face the constant challenge of reacting firmly to bad weather conditions.
This is especially true for a certain set of vehicles with large aerodynamic surfaces, such as flying wings.

Based on the above, the knowledge gap can be then summarised in the following sentence:

To date, an INDI controller that uses model knowledge and actuator dynamics to improve the
response to external disturbances and smooth tracking of the reference trajectory is missing.
In addition, a validation of such controller on a wide flight envelope in real life has not been

conducted.

Based on this, a solid research strategy can be developed.

7.2. Research Objective
From the knowledge gap statement, the research objective follows directly:

30
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How can the knowledge of vehicle and actuator dynamics be used to enable robust
disturbance rejection and accurate tracking while employing and INDI controller, and

preserving its simple core structure.

Which will be achieved by

Using the state and model information of the vehicle to construct a reference model able to
generate a trajectory that exploits the full capabilities of the platform and prioritizes

disturbance compensation.

7.3. Research Questions
As a comparison with the research question stated in Chapter 2, the one to be answered in the following
work is narrowed down to the disturbance rejection segment, by still retaining the importance of model-
based and actuator-based solutions. In brief:

How can actuator dynamics and model knowledge improve the overall trajectory tracking
performance of a vehicle controlled by means of an INDI strategy, including disturbances?

Given the relevance of such question in the practical environment as well, it is important for this research
topic to be validated in an real environment, meaning with a physical test vehicle and representative
maneuvers. The research question can be then decomposed in further sub-questions.

A How can the trajectory tracking accuracy of a vehicle controlled by INDI improve by including
the actuator dynamics and the state dependent dynamics in the generation of the control input
command?

B How can the current solutions for improved trajectory tracking be expanded to augment distur-
bance rejection?

C Can the flight envelope of a vehicle be expanded by this type of augmentation?
D How complicated and expensive is to obtain the state estimation required to compensate for state

dependent terms?
E How much is the influence of noise affecting the compensation?

7.4. Research Strategy
To achieve the objective set in this report, a detailed plan must be laid down before the implementation
of the improvements starts. During the literature study, the application spectrum has been narrowed
down to identify the research gap. Now, the opposite should take place: to understand and assess
fully the relevance of the research gap in a wide application environment, a scale up strategy must be
carried over.

Firstly, the model of the F16 will be used further to identify a method for disturbance rejection. The val-
idation of such improvement, together with the one on trajectory tracking improvement, is then applied
to a more complex system, which resembles more a real case scenario. The system selected for this
purpose consists in an over-actuated quad-plane (for more information consult Appendix A). If a good
potential is perceived in the results of the simulations, the controller can then be brought to the practical
world, where the final verdict can be then made. A more detailed overview of the plan can be found in
the following section, where the Gantt chart is presented.

7.5. Gantt Chart
Here below, a Gantt chart is included highlighting the most important tasks and milestones required for
the completion of the thesis project. For more compactness, the new controller design is addressed as
SC-INDI, where SC stands for State Compensated.
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Figure 7.1: Gantt chart highlighting the required tasks and milestones for the successful completion of the Master Thesis



8
Conclusion

The work presented in this report summarises the current literature developed until this time regarding
the limitations of Incremental Nonlinear Dynamic Inversion (INDI) Control and the solutions proposed
so far to compensate for these. It was found that these do not yet allow an optimal performance on a
wide array of vehicles and flights. A relevant topic for example concerns the consideration of actuator
dynamics in the trajectory generation. These are usually neglected under the assumptions that the
actuators used are fast, but this is not the case for platforms such as fixed wings or some hybrids
configurations. Also the neglection of the vehicle dynamics can lead to tracking degradation in some
cases, such as agile manoeuvres, where rapid changes of state are required. In addition to this, and
somewhat interrelated, the performance of highly nonlinear vehicles can be limited by the linear nature
of the reference model and error controllers that provide the trajectory to the INDI controller. Based on
this collection of drawbacks, it can be claimed that the performance degradation is limited to complex
vehicles performing agile maneuvering. However, given the direction of the industry and the increasing
demand of challenging outdoor operations, the issue is highly relevant.

Based on these existing limitations, several compensation methods arose. If the inversion law of the
INDI controller is considered, it has been found that this one can be expanded by avoiding the lin-
earization and neglection of the state term by employing differential flatness for the expression of the
command input. This method allows for a consideration of the nonlinearities in the command gener-
ation, but it heavily corrupts the simplicity of the inversion law and does not even consider actuator
dynamics, also part of the model. However, differential flatness is a powerful method that can be ap-
plied in other segments of the controller, such as in the reference model. It has been found however
that actuator dynamics can be added to the INDI inversion law by using the first order derivative of
the pseudo control input used for the conventional case. A less invasive method to consider vehicle
dynamics effect is by designing a model based reference model employed for the generation of the
abovementioned derivative. With such method, the state dependent increment term, responsible for
large deviations during agile maneuvering, is identified and removed for perfect tracking. In regard to
the issue related to flight phase transitions, the concept of virtual control inputs (VCI) showed promising
results in keeping the effectiveness of the actuators similar in different flight phases.

In addition to the knowledge available in the literature, further assessments conducted on it evidenced
major limitations with regard to the methods identified. It is worth to mention that current methods used
for state compensation do not provide a practical solution for real world systems. The extraction of the
compensation term does not in fact consider states that are not directly part of the trajectory, but affect
the state term equally, such as the angle of attack in the short period motion. There is also no model
based compensation for external disturbances. Regarding differential flatness, it has been found that
a flatness based compensation implemented in a conventional way leads to steady state errors when
dealing with external disturbances.

The final goal of the work that follows the content of this report is to obtain real world evidence that a
platform’s disturbance rejection and trajectory tracking can be improved by enhancing the conventional
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structure of an INDI controller with information about the actuators and dynamics.

Based on the findings, the improvements that will be implemented to reach this objective consist in a
extension of the already mentioned higher order reference model so that it can use the feedback from
the state to efficiently counteract disturbances and deal with model mismatch.
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A
MAVLab’s Overactuated Quadplane

In this Literature Study report it has been mentioned, multiple times, how the bigger limitations to INDI
controllers are mostly impactful for certain UAV designs and operations. To summarize, degradation in
trajectory tracking arise when actuators are non-ideal and strong accelerations are required to follow
the predefined trajectory (referred usually as agile maneuvering).

If, during the research following this study, a solution to counteract these limitations is found, it should
be validated and tested on a platform that actually meets such characteristics. It is also important that
such platform is available for real test flight, and not only simulations, because of the relevance of the
topic in the practical field and the lack of outdoor test flight data on model based compensation solutions
for INDI controllers.

In the past year, TUDelft’s unmanned air vehicle laboratory, the MAVLab1, designed and manufactured
a new type of UAV: a dual-axis tilting rotor quad-plane, shown in Figure A.1. Choosing this platform to
carry experiments and conduct test flights brings numerous advantages, listed below:

1. Non Ideal Actuators: the Quadplane tilting mechanism involves a wide set of servo actuators
which act on the thrust direction. The combinations with gears makes the actuators of the vehicle
not ideal. Based on what has been previously found, the neglection of their dynamics can affect
negatively the overall flight performance.

2. High Dependency on Wing Disturbances: flying wing designs are notoriously bad in windy en-
vironments, due to their non-negligible wind surfaces. This is especially penalising in situations
where low speed precision manoeuvres are required (such as precision landing in a gusty environ-
ment). However, the Quadplane special configuration allows for full 6 degrees of freedom control.
This provides a good testing platform to validate the improved disturbance rejection capabilities
of the new controller.

3. Capability to Perform Aggressive Maneuvers: the light design and the over-actuated setup
allow the Quadplane to be capable to achieve agile maneuvering in all 6 degrees of freedom.

4. Vehicle Already Manufactured and Flying on INDI Control: the research around the Quad-
plane has been conducted now for over an year and still ongoing. To date, the vehicle is com-
pletely manufactured, the controller has been programmed and implemented successfully and,
recently, manual flight were conducted on INDI control. This allows for the improved controller
to be implemented on top of the existing INDI controller and tested without loosing time in tasks
related to manufacturing and code base building.

5. High Detail Simulator Running on INDI: Together with the physical UAV and the code base, a
high fidelity Matlab simulation environment is also available. This further simplifies the implemen-
tation of the newly developed controller in the over-actuated Quadplane case, allowing also for
easier debugging and better understanding.

1https://mavlab.tudelft.nl/
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Figure A.1: Render of the experimental version of the over-actuated vehicle

Figure A.2: Render of the tilting mechanism, exploded view on the right side and isometric view on the left side.
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